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CDC (LIES)  
The PANDEMIC HOAX 

A Cover Story for Hiding 5G’s Lethality 
Official CDC Report Puts COVID-19 Death Rate at Just 0.26% 

 

 
 
Most people are more likely to wind up six feet under because of almost anything 
else under the sun other than COVID-19. 
 
The CDC just came out with a report that should be earth-shattering to the 
narrative of the political class, yet it will go into the thick pile of vital data and 
information about the virus that is not getting out to the public. [1] 
 
For the first time, the CDC has attempted to offer a real estimate of the overall 
death rate for COVID-19, and under its most likely scenario, the number is 0.26%. 
Officials estimate a 0.4% fatality rate among those who are symptomatic and 
project a 35% rate of asymptomatic cases among those infected, which drops the 
overall infection fatality rate (IFR) to just 0.26% — almost exactly where Stanford 
researchers pegged it a month ago. 
 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/planning-scenarios.html
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-new-antibody-study-strong-evidence-lockdown-strategy-wrong-course/
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-new-antibody-study-strong-evidence-lockdown-strategy-wrong-course/
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Until now, we have been ridiculed for thinking the death rate was that low, as 
opposed to the 3.4% estimate of the World Health Organization, which helped 
drive the panic and the lockdowns. Now the CDC is agreeing to the lower rate in 
plain ink. 
 
Plus, ultimately we might find out that the IFR is even lower because numerous 
studies and hard counts of confined populations have shown a much higher 
percentage of asymptomatic cases. Simply adjusting for a 50% asymptomatic 
rate would drop their fatality rate to 0.2% – exactly the rate of fatality Dr. John 
Ionnidis of Stanford University projected. 
 
More importantly, as mentioned before, the overall death rate is meaningless 
because the numbers are so lopsided. Given that at least half of the deaths were 
in nursing homes, a back-of-the-envelope estimate would show that the infection 
fatality rate for non-nursing home residents would only be 0.1% or 1 in 1,000. And 
that includes people of all ages and all health statuses outside of nursing homes. 
Since nearly all of the deaths are those with comorbidities. 
 
The CDC estimates the death rate from COVID-19 for those under 50 is 1 in 5,000 
for those with symptoms, which would be 1 in 6,725 overall, but again, almost all 
those who die have specific comorbidities or underlying conditions. Those 
without them are more likely to die in a car accident. And schoolchildren, whose 
lives, mental health, and education we are destroying, are more likely to get 
struck by lightning. 
 

https://www.sciencealert.com/covid-19-s-death-rate-is-higher-than-thought-but-it-should-drop
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-now-know-majority-contract-covid-19-asymptomatic-changes-everything/
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-new-study-demonstrates-low-coronavirus-fatality-rate-outside-nursing-homes/
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-new-study-demonstrates-low-coronavirus-fatality-rate-outside-nursing-homes/
https://www.thrillist.com/cars/nation/how-likely-you-are-to-die-in-a-car-accident-in-every-us-state-the-most-dangerous-roads-in-america
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-de-blasios-flat-earth-science-behind-shutting-schools/
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-de-blasios-flat-earth-science-behind-shutting-schools/
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To put this in perspective, one Twitter commentator juxtaposed the age-
separated infection fatality rates in Spain to the average yearly probability of 
dying of anything for the same age groups, based on data from the Social 
Security Administration. He used Spain because we don’t have a detailed 
infection fatality rate estimate for each age group from any survey in the U.S. 
However, we know that Spain fared worse than almost every other country. This 
data is actually working with a top-line IFR of 1%, roughly four times what the 
CDC estimates for the U.S., so if anything, the corresponding numbers for the 
U.S. will be lower. 
 
Being alive simply means there is a risk that you will die in every year of your life. 
Normally we don’t think about this because the probability is very small. 
 
It turns out that even if you are infected with COVID; your increased risk to die vs 
normal is not very large at all. 
 

 
 
As you can see, even in Spain, the death rates from COVID-19 for younger people 
are very low and are well below the annual death rate for any age group in a given 
year. For children, despite their young age, they are 10-30 times more likely to die 
from other causes in any given year. 
 
While obviously yearly death rates factor in myriad of causes of death and 
COVID-19 is just one virus, it still provides much-needed perspective to a public 
policy response that is completely divorced from the risk for all but the oldest 
and sickest people in the country. 
 

https://twitter.com/gummibear737/status/1263082350709178368?s=20
https://twitter.com/gummibear737/status/1263082350709178368/photo/1
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Also, bear in mind, these numbers represent your chance of dying once you have 
already contracted the virus, aka the infection fatality rate. Once you couple the 
chance of contracting the virus in the first place together with the chance of 
dying from it, many younger people have a higher chance of dying from a 
lightning strike. 
 
Four infectious disease doctors in Canada estimate that the individual rate of 
death from COVID-19 for people under 65 years of age is six per million people, or 
0.0006 per cent – 1 in 166,666, which is “roughly equivalent to the risk of dying 
from a motor vehicle accident during the same time period.”  
 
These numbers are for Canada, which did have fewer deaths per capita than the 
U.S.; however, if you take New York City and its surrounding counties out of the 
equation, the two countries are pretty much the same. Also, remember, so much 
of the death is associated with the suicidal political decisions of certain states 
and countries to place COVID-19 patients in nursing homes. An astounding 62 
percent of all COVID-19 deaths were in the six states confirmed to have done this, 
even though they only compose 18 percent of the national population. 
 
We destroyed our entire country and suspended democracy all for a lie, and 
these people perpetrated the unscientific degree of panic. Will they ever admit the 
grave consequences of their error? 
[1] https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/planning-scenarios.html 
Read more at www.conservativereview.com 

 
PRINCIPIA SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL, legally registered in the UK as a 
company incorporated for charitable purposes. Head Office: 27 Old Gloucester Street, 
London WC1N 3AX.   
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I am going to lay out the grand scheme that was executed last September, 2019.  
Over the past five months I wrote an eleven-part series of reports titled,  

 

Wuhan Was a Test Run for Weaponized 5G 
5G + Coronavirus + Vaccinations + Chemtrails = Depopulation Event 

 
As of late May, 2020, there are 11 segments.  Like that old expression, “hindsight 
is 20/20”, we are now able to see things with greater clarity and sharpness.  A 
major point that has never been made public is the fact that the Corona virus or 
COVID-19 was a bio-engineered bio-weapon.  The media has been silent on this 
very fact.  We know for certainty that the ordinary Corona virus was weaponized 
the world still believes it to be a virus that jumped from animals to humans in 
China.  The truth will continue to be called “conspiracy theory”, a term created by 
the CIA back in the 1960’s. 
 

https://nationalpost.com/opinion/opinion-we-are-infectious-disease-experts-its-time-to-lift-the-covid-19-lockdowns
https://twitter.com/boriquagato/status/1263846555007639553?s=20
https://twitter.com/boriquagato/status/1263846555007639553?s=20
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/planning-scenarios.html
https://www.conservativereview.com/news/horowitz-cdc-confirms-remarkably-low-coronavirus-death-rate-media/
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So it may come as no surprise that there is even a conspiracy theory about the 
origins of the label. This conspiracy theory claims that the CIA invented the term 
in 1967 to disqualify those who questioned the official version of John F 
Kennedy’s assassination and doubted that his killer, Lee Harvey Oswald, had 
acted alone.  What is nearly as scary is that 30% of the public still believes the 
“lone shooter” story. 
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What I stated in January, 2020, almost five months ago, that the Corona Virus, 
now called COVID-19 was a hoax, a scam, a plandemic, to hide crimes against 
humanity conducted as part of a depopulation event executed as a “Beta test” or 
trial run of the new 5G technology simultaneously being rolled out in the fall of 
2019, is now further proof of a diabolical plan of the Illuminati.   
 
In one of the segments in the above referenced series, there is a detailed list of 9 
events going on between September and October of 2019.  In Part 10 of this 
series, there is an interesting list of   “9 Simulations, Drills and Laws that Planned 
and Prepared for the Coronavirus”.   The world has been led to believe that all of 
these were coincidence and unrelated whatsoever.  They are part of a global elite 
plan to enslave the world. 
 
Reports keep coming in how the Corona virus has mutated and that there are 
many variants today.  That is another anomaly that few can begin to confirm or 
validate.  When the virus hit U.S. shores, there were three strains that entered the 
U.S. at the same time, one on the west coast and two strains on the east coast.  
Coincidence – not likely!  These are nothing but distractions put out there to 
distract and confuse the public. 
 
Italian medical authorities reported in late May, 2020, that 98% of all so-called 
Corona virus victims had other mitigating health issues, a major factor in those 
with compromised immune systems.  This speaks directly to the effects of 5G 
and related Cellular communications.  I will share at the back side of this article 
something that makes this issue personal for me related to EMF toxic non-
ionizing radiation sickness.  COVID-19 was being (intentionally being blamed for 
what is most likely to be the real cause of radiation sickness from 5G. 
 
Since I first began to write the 11-part series on “Wuhan Was a Test Run for 
Weaponized 5G”, I shared a study that came out of Europe by a Spanish scientist 
in microbiology.  The study demonstrated a relationship between “coronavirus” 
outbreaks and the presence of 5G networks has emerged from Spain at the 
University of Barcelona.  
 
The study demonstrates clearly the most likely probability that the COVID-19 
hypoxic injuries and hospital admissions are directly related to electromagnetic 
radiation exposure by 5G Networks. Some of the more startling discoveries are: 
 

 The nine countries with the most infections worldwide all receive 5G 
radiation from satellites. 

 

 Comparing four nearby countries of the same latitude: Portugal, Spain, 
Italy, and Greece. The two countries with 5G (Spain and Italy) have 220% 
more infections than Portugal and Greece. 
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 The comparison between the small State of San Marino (Italy) and Croatia 
(just across the Adriatic Sea) is astonishing. San Marino was the first 
European state to get 5G technology, and has the highest rate of infection. 
San Marino is 2.59 times more than Italy and 27 times more than Croatia — 
a country that does not have 5G. 

 

 The five hot cities in Italy align with the 5G rollouts, as does Spain. Even 
the hot spots in Barcelona and Madrid align with 5G coverage. Another 
very interesting comparison is between Mexico and the U.S. Rates in the 
5G-U.S. are 2.7 per 1000 inhabitants, whereas Mexico (no 5G) is 0.04/1000. 

 

 Another astonishing observation is Africa — a continent almost devoid of 
infections, except for South Africa. Well Bartomeu claims that only South 
Africa has 5G. As a further observation from me, most of the Australian 
cases were from those off the 5G-cruise ships and coming off international 
flights. Were they flying close to 5G satellites? 

 
Bartomeu’s observations about 5G in China and surrounding countries is yet 
another red flag. The countries surrounding China had approximately 10X fewer 
cases. Myanma has 0.0007/1000 inhabitants infection rate. 
 
It is clear from this biologist’s research that 5G plays a part in this plandemic. 
One has to assume the government researchers know of the impacts on the 
human body.  It would be easy and inexpensive to conduct experiments to test 
the health impact on humans and other life forms. They must have decided the 
risk of 5G frequencies are worth taking. 
 
The study was published about 2 weeks ago and draws a clear correlation 
between 5G and the Corona virus outbreak.  I reiterate my point that the Corona 
virus was a bio-weapon with injected elements of SARS, Ebola, and HIV.  This 
discovery by Indian scientists early on confirmed it was far from being a natural 
event.  It is likely that the ordinary virus known as Corona was gene-spliced in a 
variety of pathogenic forms, with the purpose of confusing virologists, and the 
medical community.  This would have gained time for its spreading around the 
world.   
 
The Corona virus has been patented at least twice, first about a decade ago and 
then again in 2017 by Bill Gates funded Pirbrite Institute located in Surrey, UK.  
To patent a virus means that the patent holder has a vaccine available for 
vaccinations.  The category COVID-19, means it is the 19th specimen.  Patenting a 
virus is a morbid way of profiting off the ills of others.  The vaccine, developed 
and championed by Anthony Fauci and financed by Bill Gates, used an 
experimental mRNA technology that the two men hoped would allow rapid 
deployment to meet President Trump’s ambitious “warp speed” time line. Dr. 
Fauci was so confident of his shot’s safety that he waived ferret and primate 
studies (Moderna suspiciously reported no specific health data from its mouse 
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studies). That appears to have been a serious mistake.  Vaccine Trial 
Catastrophe: Moderna Vaccine has a 20% ‘Serious’ injury rate in high dose group 
according to Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., Chairman, Children’s Health Defense.  A 20% 
injury rate does not seem to me something that I would submit it under mandate. 
 
What makes the Corona virus difficult to differentiate from other yearly flu 
pathogens and an ordinary cold, is in the fact that it is difficult to diagnose.  The 
chart on the next page shows why the Corona virus has been problematic for the 
medical professionals is that it has the same symptoms for the flu and common 
colds.  This is doubly problematic since it mimics the exact symptoms that are 
associated with 5G EMF non-ionizing radiation electrical pollution.  As such the 
Corona virus makes for a perfect cover for a sickness that has not received a lot 
of attention.   
 
The rhetoric from Dr. Anthony Fauci was alarming given the fact that the Corona 
virus is virtually no different than the common cold.  He made it sound as bad as 
the Spanish Flu, suggesting that he knows something more about what all might 
be in the virus. 
  

 
 
That said, there is much more to this than what has been revealed by the media, 
medical, scientific, and researchers in the fields of molecular biology, virology, 
and bio-chemistry.  Furthermore, Dr. Fauci has a shady past in his association 
with Dr. Robert Gallo back in the 1980’s and the creation of HIV AIDS cocktail of 
drugs that earned them both huge profits for what many believe to be nothing 
more than a laboratory pathogen creation. 
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That he stole the scientific paper written by Dr. Judy Mikovits and her superior, 
for which he had no right to demand, suggests he is a dishonest person.  Dr. 
Mikovits has authored two books on exposing Dr. Fauci and the corruption within 
the CDC, NIAID, NIH, and the whole issue of vaccines.  The CDC holds 57 patents 
on vaccines which are part of the schedule of vaccines required by children in 
order to attend school.  Dr. Fauci was Jesuit-trained and by their own standards, 
once a Jesuit, always a Jesuit.  I have shared much on the history of the Counter-
Reformation Jesuits. 
 
As Del Bigtree and Robert Kennedy Jr. have exposed, not a single vaccine has 
ever underwent “double-blind” studies for efficacy and safety testing.  In 1989, 
Autism was virtually non-existent, at 1 in 10,000 children.  In 2019, that number is 
now 1 in 24 male children, and 1 in 36 females have Autism.  Robert Kennedy won 
a huge court case several months ago with the Pharmaceutical companies 
admitting they do no testing of new vaccines.  Yet they reap $5-billion or more on 
royalties by firms making vaccines from those patents.  This is deeply alarming to 
both parents, and the general public because the pharmaceutical industry cannot 
be sued by victims’ families.  Clearly the deck is stacked in favor of Big Pharma! 
Consider the odds for dying under the following criteria and ask yourself if it was 
not blown out of proportion?  
 
The Coronavirus is NOT “20X deadlier” than the flu. That was evident once the 
early large-scale studies had been done in Germany, Iceland and South Korea. It 
has only become more so in the weeks since. 
 
Far from the 3.4% predicted by the WHO back February, or the 1% used by the 
Imperial Model, all the serological studies done to this point average out at about 
0.2%. 
 
Here are some recent examples: 
 
• On May 19th Dr. John Ioannidis, et al published their review of global cases, 
which found lethality ranging between 0.02% and 0.4%. 
• On May 4th Dr. Hendrilk Streeck, et al published a study done in Germany which 
found an infection fatality rate (IFR) of <0.36%. 
• Another study from Stanford University, published on April 30th and this time 
focusing on Santa Clara County, found an IFR of 0.17% 
• A study done in the Guilan province of Iran, published on May 1st, found an IFR 
of 0.12%. 
• On April 21st, the University of Southern California (USC) published their study 
on the population of Los Angeles county, which found an IFR of <0.2%. 
 
This list is far from exhaustive, yet raises serious misgivings about what is 
proving to be a highly misleading issue, and whether shutting down the country 
was justified by Dr. Fauci. 
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Although the numbers do vary from place to place – as you’d expect given 
changes in demographics, healthcare, methodology, sampling, population  
 

 
 
density etc. – it’s easy to see that not a single one of them comes anywhere near 
the 3.4% “officially” listed by the WHO, or even the 1% used in the Imperial 
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model, which was a dud as a model predictor.  Dr. Fauci and Dr. Birx based their 
fear-mongering on a deeply flawed computer model, again lowering any 
credibility of the “king” of vaccines. 
 
Other studies, done all over the world from Boston to the Czech Republic to 
Japan – have found the level of infection in the general population to be at least 
10X higher than expected (and sometimes 100s of times higher). 
 
Regardless of the specifics, ALL of the studies show that the danger of the virus 
was massively over-estimated.  Given the variation by country suggests that 
more than one strain was released into the world.  We know that the U.S. was hit 
with three strains, one through the west coast and two through the east coast. 
 
Enough said on the Corona virus at this point and I want to move on to what may 
be the real reason for its release on to the streets of Wuhan, China.  5G 
technology has been around for a long time, as a weapons system.  Its capability 
to disperse crowds and protestors or rioters is well established.  U.S. Navy 
records from the 1950’s that have been declassified for many years show that its 
potential is much greater than anyone can imagine.  Its introduction to the 
commercial Wi-Fi communications applications drives the Internet of Things (IoT) 
today.  Experimental projects have produced driverless truck convoys, remote 
control of crewless railroad freight trains, just for starters.   
 
5G was rolled out in the fall of 2019, with the following four cities identified as 
“model” cities of all 5G technologies: 
 
  Wuhan, China 
  Seattle, WA 
  New York City, NY 
  Milan, Italy 
 
Be aware that the so-called Corona virus outbreak was first reported in Wuhan, 
China, initially became the focus of the media, almost at the point where the other 
three cities were silent.  The first outbreak in the U.S. occurred in Seattle, WA. It 
was weeks before I read about the situation in Milan, Italy.  Another term used to 
describe the 5G “model” cities is “Smart Cities.” 
 
5G is now active in 35 cities and the ultimate goal is 117 markets in the U.S.  The 
week before Memorial Day, Verizon announced it was activating 35 more cities 
throughout the U.S.  We can look forward to a spike of virus infections in the 
coming months as cities light up these “Smart” cities with 5G communications. 
 
B.N. Frank, writing for ‘Activist Press’ estimated NYC has an estimated 10,000 4G 
and 5G small cell towers in the city, despite illness, exposure warning and 
opposition.  He reported on May 24, 2020. 
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In 2018, Dr. Naomi Wolf started reporting about New Yorkers who claimed that 
they and their pets had started getting sick after 5G was installed and turned on in 
their neighborhoods.  Since then, illness from 5G has also been reported 
elsewhere (see 1, 2, 3).  Regardless, small cell and 5G installation has continued in 
NYC even though other American municipalities have been taken action to stop it 
or at least limit it (see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6). 
 
Exposure to 5G (see 1, 2) and other sources of wireless radiation (see 1, 2) can 
reduce immunity and cause other health problems including increased cancer 
risk.  You’d think that would matter to a city still reeling from the pandemic.  But it 
hasn’t.  Last month T-Mobile announced they would be “supercharging” 5G in “The 
City That Never Sleeps” without sufficient safety testing.   
 
Recently RCRWireless reported about the city’s estimated 10,000 small cells and 
their plans for more: 
 
In January of this year, New York City regulators authorized a number of 
infrastructure providers to install small cell equipment on traffic and streetlights, 
bus shelters, public toilets and information kiosks in a deal that spans a ten-year 
period. But NYC has actually been focused on deploying small cells for nearly a 
decade, making it a crystal ball of sorts for future network deployments in other 
cities. 
 
Specifically, the New York City Department of Information Technology and 
Telecommunications (DoITT) approved network expansion agreements with 
Crown Castle Fiber, Crown Castle NG East, Crown Castle Solutions, CSC 
Wireless, ExteNet Systems (ExteNet 1), ExteNet Systems (ExteNet 2), New 
Cingular Wireless PCS, New York SMSA Limited Partnership, Transit Wireless 
and ZenFi Networks. The agreements will dramatically increase 5G infrastructure, 
and therefore 5G coverage, across the five boroughs.   
 

 
  

https://www.activistpost.com/2018/06/dr-naomi-wolf-posts-on-social-media-about-5g-small-cell-towers-in-nyc-others-also-report-health-effects-on-themselves-and-their-pets.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/11/patriots-captain-has-never-seen-so-much-illness-among-players-could-it-be-from-verizon-operating-5g-at-their-stadium.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/09/switzerland-sick-of-and-sick-from-5g-nationwide-revolt-planned-for-september-21.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/07/youtube-terminates-account-of-sacramento-family-fighting-verizon-5g-small-cell-tower-installed-next-to-childrens-bedroom.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/02/nyc-approves-more-5g-on-streetlamps-traffic-poles-and-fiber-despite-health-and-technical-issues.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/council-unanimously-approves-5g-cease-and-desist-resolution-easton-ct.html
https://ehtrust.org/usa-city-ordinances-to-limit-and-control-wireless-facilities-small-cells-in-rights-of-ways/
https://ehtrust.org/us-cities-lawsuit-against-the-fcc-on-5g/
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/jersey-city-nj-council-says-no-to-5g-based-on-public-opposition-about-health-and-safety-concerns.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/due-to-health-concerns-council-members-temporarily-ban-5g-installation-in-keene-nh.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/farragut-tn-passes-resolution-to-stop-5g-installation-until-fcc-limits-ensure-safety.html
https://ehtrust.org/scientific-research-on-5g-and-health/
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/5g-may-penetrate-deeper-into-the-body-because-of-its-very-fast-pulse-says-former-who-scientist.html
http://www.clearlightventures.com/wirelesscard
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/belgian-doctors-warn-about-massive-and-reckless-deployment-of-wireless-technologies.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/reducing-vulnerability-to-illness-requires-reducing-pollution-including-electrosmog-wifi-and-5g.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/why-isnt-whos-advice-to-reduce-cell-phone-and-wifi-radiation-exposure-publicized-during-the-pandemic.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/why-isnt-whos-advice-to-reduce-cell-phone-and-wifi-radiation-exposure-publicized-during-the-pandemic.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/despite-lawsuit-concerns-t-mobile-to-supercharge-5g-in-nyc-philly-without-sufficient-safety-testing.html
https://www.rcrwireless.com/20200520/5g/small-cell-market-nyc?utm_campaign=20200520%20RCRenewsWed&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Eloqua
https://1bzk83pdqbs1pbyph40x4fm1-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/5G-symptoms-3.jpg
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Comparing small cell growth across major U.S. cities from 2007 to 2018 
 

 
 
According to MoffettNathanson, whose analysts tracked small cell installations 
across multiple U.S. cities, Crown Castle, ExteNet, Mobilitie and ZenFi appeared 
to have the strongest small cell presence in NYC in 2016, with Crown Castle 
maintaining a lead to this day and even managing to increase revenue from a 
single site by adding equipment from an additional carrier to an existing site 
originally built for another carrier. 
 
In 2018, NYC had almost 9,000 small cells, a nearly 5,000 lead over Houston, its 
closest rival, and last fall, ZenFi CEO Ray LaChance estimated that the city now 
most likely has around 10,000 small cells. 
 

On its website, Crown Castle proudly makes it clear that its small cell 

deployments in NYC won’t be limited to Manhattan, the city’s most expensive 
borough. In fact, according to the company, 78% of its current nodes and 58% of 
its proposed nodes in the city are located in the other four boroughs. 
 

Opposition to 4G and 5G small cells isn’t isolated to biological and 

environmental risks (see 1, 2, 3, 4).  5G threatens cybersecurity (see 1, 2, 3), 

privacy (see 1, 2), and more.  5G base stations also have a tendency to 
overheat!  On page 14 are two photos of what can result from 5G EMF without 

cooling fans found on utility transformers and cell tower transformer equipment. 

 

https://www.crowncastle.com/communities/new-york-ny
https://ehtrust.org/scientific-research-on-5g-and-health/
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/senators-ask-for-investigation-into-fcc-exempting-5g-wifi-satellites-from-environmental-review.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/another-report-that-5g-base-stations-use-way-more-energy-than-4g-will-costs-be-passed-on-to-the-public.html
https://whatis5g.info/environmental-impacts/
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/another-article-about-why-smart-tech-is-environmentally-toxic-the-ecologist.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/hearing-scheduled-for-dods-opposition-to-disastrous-5g-plan-that-threatens-national-security.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/state-rep-says-china-only-giving-masks-to-france-if-they-install-huawei-5g-aka-greatest-national-security-threat-to-the-u-s.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/5g-proponents-warn-about-cyber-attacks-huge-levels-of-vulnerability-and-threats-to-national-security.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/brig-gen-robert-s-spalding-validates-catastrophic-cybersecurity-and-privacy-threats-posed-by-5g.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/china-undercover-exposes-mass-imprisonment-and-surveillance-of-muslims-pbs-frontline.html
https://semiengineering.com/5g-heats-up-base-stations/
https://semiengineering.com/5g-heats-up-base-stations/
https://1bzk83pdqbs1pbyph40x4fm1-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/chart-5G.png
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During May, 2020, two cities, one in Connecticut and one in Tennessee stopped 
5G installation since there was no evidence to prove their safety.  Many cities and 
countries have already taken action against 5G.  This includes banning it, filing 
lawsuits, issuing moratoriums, passing ordinances and resolutions. 
 
Activist Post reports regularly about opposition to 5G and other unsafe 
technology.  For more information visit the following websites. 

 5GCrisis 
 5G Information 
 Whatis5G.Info 
 Zero5G 
 Electromagnetic Radiation Safety 
 Environmental Health Trust 
 Last Tree Laws 
 Physicians for Safe Technology 
 Scientists for Wired Tech 
 TelecomPowerGrab.com 
 Wireless Information Network 

 
5G cell antenna receivers come in all shapes and size, as small as the devices on 
the pole in the picture below on the next page.   
 
Because 5G operates at higher energy levels, using millimeter waves, they 
require a point-to-point band, in urban areas, they will be mounted on virtually 
every building and structure facilitated to bounce radio signals all over.  In 
residential areas the small cell antennas will be every 150 meters, virtually every 
other home on a street.   
 
As people sign up for 5G installation, it will become impossible to hide from the 
spillover EMF non-ionizing radiation bathing the planet. 

 

https://ehtrust.org/international-actions-to-halt-and-delay-5g/
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/01/cities-towns-councils-and-countries-that-have-taken-action-against-or-banned-5g-is-yours-one-of-them.html
https://5gcrisis.com/
http://www.5ginformation.net/
https://www.activistpost.com/2018/04/•%09Whatis5G.Info
https://zero5g.com/
http://www.saferemr.com/
http://ehtrust.org/
https://www.lasttreelaws.com/
https://mdsafetech.org/
http://scientists4wiredtech.com/
https://www.telecompowergrab.org/
http://www.win19.org/
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It comes as no surprise when NY Governor Cumo and Mayor Blasio were so 
vocal, demanding thousands of ventilators for the massive victims of the Corona 
virus, a hoax and cover to hide the real cause of a sickness with symptoms that 
resemble that of EMF radiation sickness.  Governor Cumo intentionally put 4,500 
recovering patients in nursing homes to further expose more elderly and people 
with health impaired immune systems, an invitation to infect even more people.  
This led to 5,800 nursing home deaths.  There are public calls from New York that 
he should be prosecuted for his actions but the goal was to increase the death 
toll as a measure to hide or mask the effects of 5G EMF radiation sickness and 
death which would give the appearance of the COVID-19 lethality.  As the 
statistics mount, from examples above, the charade has been exposed.  Deaths 
as a consequence of 5G cannot be hid for-ever.  When children are soon 
diagnosed with cancer from school Wi-Fi, as in the case of a Santa Rosa, CA 
school where 3 elementary school students and 2 teachers were diagnosed for 
cancer, the public will revolt.  
 
The so-called “Smart Cities” coming will experience the imaginary sickness that 
is being fear-mongered upon the world that Wuhan, Seattle, New York, and Milan 
have to look forward with repeated examples of what has occurred in the four 
“model cities” for 5G technology. 
 
It seems a good time to pause here and look back on the extraordinary past few 
weeks and try and draw conclusions. 
 
First: who has the disease killed?  
 
COVID-19 targets the old and the sick; this is not to be callous, but to understand 
the enemy and to provide context. The average age of those dying of COVID-19 in 
the UK was over 80, and fully a third are residents of care homes where average 
“stay” (a euphemism I’m afraid) was only 30 months from admission before the 
virus anyway. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=picture+of+small+5g+cell+antenna&id=DAF43DB0E8F318B22E2F6ED3B4FABB2503F369AA&FORM=IQFRBA
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Our statistics agencies are only now following Italy’s lead and publishing the 
comorbidities of those dying from COVID-19, and it is now clear just how extreme 
is the amplification of risk. 95% of victims dying with COVID-19 have serious pre-
existing conditions: not just background illnesses, but severe enough to be 
mentioned as causes of death on death certificates.  Italy reported that 9 
 
The most prevalent are dementia and diabetes (a quarter of cases, each), 
hypertension (a fifth) and serious lung, kidney or heart disease (around a sixth 
each). In both the UK and Italy, the average victim had three comorbidities severe 
enough to be causes of death on a certificate.  
 
Second: who hasn’t it killed?  
 
Parents, unions and nervy adults fret about the risk, but there is little need. With 
no serious pre-existing conditions, the young and healthy are far more likely to 
be hit by lightning (49 occurrences per annum in UK) than to die of COVID-19 (33 
in England under age 40, of which only 3 under the age of 19).  
 
Panning out, among healthy under 60’s (i.e. children and the vast majority of our 
working population), 253 people have died of COVID19 in English hospitals; this 
compares to 400 (non-suicide) drownings per year in the UK.  
 
And taking all age-groups where there are no pre-existing conditions serious 
enough to be mentioned as contributory causes of death, COVID-19 has taken 
about 2/3rds the lives that British roads do every year, and we wouldn’t think of 
outlawing driving, swimming or going outside in a storm.  
 
Even taking all deaths where COVID19 is mentioned on the death certificate 
regardless of age or comorbidities, looking at the total toll: 43,000 lives is less 
than 2018’s excess winter deaths and would count as a bad, but by no means 
remarkable, influenza year.  
 
Scientific Context: 
 
The UK  Imperial College hasn’t had a good war, and after their performance in 
other recent epidemics perhaps they will now pass their mantle onto another 
team. Preferably one that can code to levels fit for publication, never mind policy: 
it is increasingly awkward to hear the UK Prime Minister quoting their forecast 
that, were it not for lockdown, the UK could have been looking at half a million 
deaths when, at the tail-end of the epidemic, there are only 320,000 deaths 
worldwide. 
 
But there is more to science than models, and the most accurate analysts were 
those who relied on other pillars of science than complicated models when input 
parameters were close to unknown (“garbage in, garbage out”).  
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Science does not only proceed from models after all: it also has, inter alia, 
experiments, defaults (“null hypotheses”), controls and historical context. 
 
In mid-March, Stanford’s Nobel laureate Michael Levitt (biophysicist and 
professor of structural biology) discussed the “natural experiment” of the 
Diamond Princess Cruise ship, a virtually perfect sealed petri-dish 
disproportionately filled with the most susceptible age and health groups.  
 
Even here, despite the virus spreading uncontrolled onboard for at least two 
weeks, infection only reached 20% of passengers and crew (an “upper bound” to 
infection levels?); Levitt concluded that we must have high levels of innate 
immunity that can clear the virus.  The Diamond Princess had been recently 
equipped with the latest 5G Wi-Fi Communications for sea travel! 
 
And using very simple mathematics (not “15,000 lines of uncommented code” 
like Neil Ferguson) he demonstrated that the virus’s spread had never been 
exponential but rather has been running out of steam from day one. Who 
listened? 
 
The eccentric biostatistician Knut Wittkowski came at things from a different 
angle, the “null hypothesis” angle – a default, in layman terms. 
 
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, he assumed that COVID-19 was a 
normal viral respiratory disease, and at the end of March wrote a compelling but 
neglected paper showing how the emerging data backed up his view that 
“respiratory diseases [including COVID-19]… remain only about two months in 
any given population”.   
 
As this deception has dragged on more and more scientists and medical people 
are slowly realizing they have been taken for a ride by a group of global elite.   
Remember the killer flu of 2000, and the lockdown after the Millennium super-
spreader events? Me neither. COVID-19 might not be “just flu”, but that’s because 
there’s no “just” about flu.  Within Sweden’s healthcare capacity without 
suspending civil liberties or shutting down schools or society (Sir Patrick 
Vallance’s “Plan A”), with no greater death-toll than our own. The Free Swedes 
pointed out all along that lockdown would be much easier to get into than out of: 
no kidding, we’re in an eel-trap. 
 
We also have ‘controls’, since not all countries have behaved the same. Neither 
Sweden nor Japan has locked down so, if the lockdown hypothesis were true, 
Stockholm would by now be a morgue and Greater Tokyo (population 38 million) 
a necropolis. 
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A leading Harvard doctor says coronavirus is NOT as deadly as feared because 
only a small number of contained cruise ship passengers have died and only 
0.001% of China’s average 25,000 deaths a day are from the virus. 
 
•   Dr. Jeremy Samuel Faust said people should not be anxious about the 
outbreak and stop hoarding food and masks  
•  He claimed that the coronavirus death rate is less than 1 percent – far lower 
than the World Health Organization’s alarming figures of 3.4 percent 
•   The doctor slammed the ‘frightening numbers’ which overstate the risk  
•   Faust said that looking at the doomed Diamond Princess Cruise ship gives a 
better indication of how fatal the disease is than global statistics 
•  Around 705 passengers out of the 3,711 on board the cruise ship caught 
coronavirus 
•   Only six people from the boat have died, giving a death rate of 0.85 percent, 
and all deaths are in people over 70  
•   He casts doubt on China’s death toll, saying many happened in areas where 
the death rate is already higher than the norm and respiratory issues are rife 
•   He also pointed out that 25,000 people die in China every day, while just 25 
coronavirus deaths were reported per day at the height of the outbreak   
•   Instead of stockpiling food, Faust said the public should be helping the elderly 
and infirm who are most at risk 
• Coronavirus symptoms: what are they and should you see a doctor? 
 
A leading Harvard doctor has claimed that coronavirus isn’t anywhere near as 
fatal as people fear, saying the real death rate is less than 1 percent – far lower 
than the World Health Organization’s alarming figures of 3.4 percent.  
 
Dr. Jeremy Samuel Faust, emergency medicine physician at Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital in Boston, and an instructor at Harvard Medical School, said 
people should not be anxious about the outbreak and stop hoarding food and 
masks in preparations to self-isolate, in a post he penned for Slate. 
 
Initial reports suggested about two to three percent of people who get the disease 
will die, similar to the 1918 Spanish flu pandemic which wiped out over 50 million 
people worldwide. 
 
The World Health Organization has upped the figure further to 3.4 percent. 
 
While directors of the National Institutes of Health and the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention have given a lower rate of 1 percent. 
 
However, Faust said that the real case fatality rate, known as CFR, is actually 
lower than each of these reports. 
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He said that looking at the Diamond Princess ship gives a better indication of 
how fatal the disease is than global statistics because it provided a controlled 
environment to study how the disease spread.  
  
The doctor slammed the ‘frightening numbers’ for the global death rate of 
coronavirus which is not only conflicting but massively overstate the risk to 
people. 
  
‘We know that all but one patient boarded the boat without the virus. We know 
that the other passengers were healthy enough to travel. We know their 
whereabouts and exposures.’ 
 
Around 705 passengers out of the 3,711 on board the boat caught coronavirus. 
 
More than half did not show any symptoms or signs of illness. 
 
Six people from the boat have died, giving a death rate of 0.85 percent, Faust 
said.  The total infections and fatalities on the Diamond Princess were later found 
to be many more than that above.  In my article “The Best Wi-Fi At Sea”, the data 
tracked for many weeks after the initial out break at a time when the Diamond 
Princess was not permitted to dock at various countries. 
 
However, he added that not a single death among passengers has been in a 
person under 70, showing the rate is lower still in younger cases. 
 
If you notice nothing is said by Dr. Faust concerning the Diamond Princess 
recently outfitted with the advanced 5G Wi-Fi communications which cruise ships 
were quickly advertising Wi-Fi packages for cruise passengers.   
 
What is still unknown and I have been unable to find data, is the location of the 
state rooms of passengers that were infected and those that died, and whether 
they had purchased the Medallion Class Wi-Fi package.  It is an option package 
for cruise passengers that can cost up to an additional $100 for 30 days, and 
price is based on package for phone, Wi-Fi, and data.  This information would 
prove to be of great importance.  A floor plan indicated the Diamond Princess has 
17 deck levels; however, not all deck levels may have state rooms. 
 
The fact that those passengers who died were 70 and older, correlates with data 
from all the other countries who were confirmed Corona virus victims.  The 
authorities were guilty of manipulating and miss-reporting the data through 
terminology.  5G radiation sickness is a factor in lowering a person’s immunity 
and also affects those with existing health issues.  Shortly after the outbreak on 
the Diamond Princess, the U.S. government recommended that elderly should not 
take cruises.  The cruise ship industry is discussing the possibility of requiring 
those aged 70 and older be required to have a physician’s exam certifying them 
fit for making a cruise.     
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Princess Cruises' high-speed Wi-Fi will be available on 15 ships by the end of 
2020, with seven more ships receiving MedallionNet in the next year.  
 
MedallionNet, part of the line's OceanMedallion technology, was available on Sky 
Princess, which debuted in October 2019, and Enchanted Princess, when it 
launches in June 2020. 
 

Like a microwave oven, 5G at 60 GHz, absorbs/disturbs/perturbs 98% 
of the oxygen in cells, whether reheating meat or cooking a human 
being. What this means is that blood can no longer transport oxygen 
through the body efficiently. This affects everything. With young, fit Chinese 

men and women collapsing in the city streets on many video clips, this is a sign 
of edema, and of altitude sickness that climbers get at the top of Mt. Everest. 
Brains starve to death due to lack of oxygen.  ER doctors noted this fact and said 
ventilators were doing the opposite of what they were intended to do. 
 
The President’s “Warp Speed” plan to vaccinate the nation with an unproven, 
potentially fatal vaccine is outright insanity.  Judy Mikovits stated such a plan 
could kill 50-million people in an interview with Brian Willaims of RealLondon TV 
recently interviewed Dr. Judy Mikovits, then Dr. Sherry Tenpenny about the 
coming fast-tracked COVID vaccine. These videos have been scrubbed from 

YouTube and many other platforms.  Vaccines do not prevent infection. 

 

 
 

https://www.coolsmartphone.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/FB_IMG_1582672035556-e1582673080257.jpg
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The above aerial view of the Diamond Princess shows its six dome-shaped 5G 
Wi-Fi antennas, 2 forward, 2 mid-ship and 2 aft.  Ship-equipped 5G are always 
encased in those large white globes, which are protective shields to protect 
against the elements of the weather.     
 
When the Diamond Princess left the port of Yokohama in Japan on January 20, 
the 2,666 passengers on board was ready to unwind with a trip to China, Vietnam 
and Taiwan.  But two weeks later they’d find themselves confined to their cabins, 
allowed out for only a few hours each day, while 542 of their fellow passengers 
and crew tested positive for Covid-19 – the novel virus that has infected millions 
of people worldwide. 
 
While the Covid-19 outbreak has been slow to take hold outside of China, the 
Diamond Princess has been a hotspot of infection. Of all the confirmed cases 
outside of China, more than half of them were on the cruise ship. Singapore, the 
country with the next-highest number of cases, has just 77 confirmed infections. 
This is how a pleasure trip in East Asia turned into a battleground in the fight 
against a deadly epidemic. 
 
For more than two weeks, the passengers of the Diamond  Princess have 
swapped three-course dinners for boxed meals doled out three times a day by 
crew in masks and gloves, prepared by a temporary kitchen set up on shore by a 
charity that normally supplies meals during natural disasters. The casino is shut, 
but the creaky Wi-Fi remains available, and Amazon deliveries are reportedly 
making it on board, although the alcohol started to run out midway through the 
quarantine. 
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While the official quarantine was set to end on February 19, most of the 
passengers will require further patience as they faced a further two weeks in 
isolation when they return to their home countries – and for those unlucky 
enough to catch Covid-19, a stint in hospital. 
 
On February 1, a passenger who had disembarked five days earlier in Hong Kong 
was diagnosed with Covid-19. The ship's voyage was paused on February 4 by 
health authorities for 24 hours for a health check, but Princess Cruises quickly 
cancelled the entire trip, docking in Yokohama to give more time to check 
passengers and crew. Ten passengers were found to be infected, and taken 
ashore for medical treatment. 
 
Two days later, the number of infected had risen to 41, but the Japanese Ministry 
of Health believed at the time no further tests were required. The remaining 
passengers were asked to quarantine on board, with the cruise company offering 
free internet access, switching on additional satellite TV channels, and offering 
those in rooms without any windows a chance to get a breath of fresh air on deck 
now and then. Passengers tweeted photos of flowers, chocolates and other gifts 
handed out by staff, including games and cards for children. 
 
"We hope these gestures will lift the spirits of those onboard in this difficult 
time," said Rai Caluori, EVP at Princess Cruises, in a written update at the time. 
Official updates were shared via notes printed out and slid under cabin doors, 
while passengers left thank-you messages for crew pinned to their doors, but 
also turned to social media to share their boredom, frustration, and anxiety. 
 
On February 8, another six cases were found, and a day later, a further 66. 
Princess Cruises told passengers it will refund all their costs, including air travel, 
not charge for anything onboard during the lockdown, and offer a free cruise in 
the future — should anyone want to take that up. The cruise company also 
offered passengers the option to complete their quarantine at a shore-side 
location, but stressed they had no medical staff and all food would be Japanese 
style bento boxes; those who do disembark are tested for the virus first. 
 
Shortly after, the U.S. announced it would repatriate American passengers; one 
passenger who opted to remain on board reported hearing chants of "USA!" and 
"get me off this ship" when their departure came. Infections continued to pile up, 
with 169 new cases the day before quarantine was supposed to end. An 
Australian doctor, tweeting about her parents quarantined on board, said: "He 
was tested and negative upon confinement but now positive. Confinement isn’t 
working." 
 
In total, 542 people have been infected with the illness, despite the lockdown on-
board. Does that mean the quarantine didn't work? "The primary reason for the 
quarantine was to stop potentially infectious people then spreading infection 
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further around the world as they continued their holidays or returned home. In 
this regard it would appear that the quarantine has so far been successful," says 
Paul Hunter, professor in medicine at the University of East Anglia, in a statement 
provided by the Science Media Centre. 
 
The Westerdam cruise ship docked in Cambodia to allow passengers to 
disembark; it was only after they'd scattered home that an infection was spotted. 
On board the Diamond Princess, the virus didn’t have so far to travel. "With the 
high number of cases reported in the past few days it would appear that 
measures to prevent spread amongst passengers and crew after quarantine was 
imposed were ineffective," Hunter says. 
 
Those stuck on the luxury cruise liner won't want to hear that – especially Britons 
like David and Sally Abel, who have used YouTube videos and Facebook to call 
on the government to charter an evacuation flight; the couple then tested positive 
for coronavirus. Now, the British Foreign Office has said: “Given the conditions 
onboard, we are working to organize a flight back to the UK for British nationals 
on the Diamond Princess as soon as possible."  
 
There are three ways the quarantine could have failed those onboard, says Bahrat 
Pankhania, public health lecturer at the University of Exeter. First, some people 
may have been exposed to the virus before the ship was locked down – after all, 
there was at least one sick passenger who disembarked in Hong Kong, and ten 
more a few days later. "Then slowly over a period of time they became infected," 
Pankhania suggests. 
 
The second option is that the virus has spread despite the quarantine. Given the 
precautions, such as passengers keeping to cabins, staff delivering meals 
wearing masks, this would hopefully be unlikely, but most of the 1,045 crew share 
bedrooms and tables of 14 for meals – with Princess Cruises only asking them to 
leave a seat between them ten days into the two-week quarantine, according to 
one report from Time. One crew member who developed a fever was told to stop 
work and self-isolate in their cabin – which they shared with another member of 
crew, who continued to work. The roommate has since tested positive for 
coronavirus. 
 
The spread could be exacerbated by passengers not following rules. The chants 
of "USA!" allegedly came from a woman standing on her balcony, not wearing a 
mask despite talking to a passenger on an adjacent balcony a few feet away, 
reported another passenger, Matthew Smith. "If there are secondary infections 
onboard, this is why: idiots who don't know any better," he said on Twitter. 
 
There's a third route for infection that is concerning, which Pankhania says has 
precedent but remains a theory: the air conditioning system linking cabins. That 
idea was explored after the SARS outbreak, with researchers trying to account for 
how the disease spread between people without direct contact in one hotel. "An 
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infection occurred which moved from the bottom of the building to a distant part 
of the building via the air conditioning system, infecting people very distant from 
each other," he says.  
 
There are a few caveats, complicated by the fact there's plenty we still don't know 
about this novel coronavirus. So far, Sars-CoV-2 appears to travel via droplets – 
what's expelled from your face when you cough or sneeze – which is why 
authorities are working on the assumption that you need "close contact" to 
spread the virus, which means being within two meters of someone for 15 
minutes. For example, one infected woman took a five-minute Uber trip to the 
hospital, but the driver shouldn't be at risk. 
 
And that may still be the case with this scenario. Because the cabins are small 
and passengers are spending all their time in them, even a tiny amount of the 
virus in the room could equate to prolonged exposure. "People are cooped up in 
cabins that are very small, with not a lot of air movement, especially if you've 
adopted the lock down instructions," he says. "The only exchange of fresh air is 
the air conditioning systems that do not necessarily have proper filters."  
 
While evacuation may be welcome to passengers, Pankhania warns that filling a 
hotel with potentially infected travelers has the same risks as the ship – they too 
can have weaknesses in quarantine and also feature air conditioning. Because of 
that, he says that anyone at serious risk of infection, such as those on the ship 
who may have been exposed for a long time, should be more carefully watched 
for symptoms. If they develop, they should not be allowed to stay in the hotel, but 
taken to hospital, to avoid infecting others. "Being in the hotel is the same as 
being on a ship, to be honest – the room is a little bigger," he says.  
 
The cause of the continuing outbreak on the Diamond Princess could be any of 
those options – or all three at once. One as yet unanswered question is why 
passengers would be quarantined on a cruise ship, notorious as they are for 
spreading disease. Data from the US Centre for Disease Control shows ten 
outbreaks on cruise ships last year, eight of which were norovirus. “Cruise ships 
are very prone to outbreaks of common cold and the vomiting virus, norovirus," 
notes John Oxford, professor of virology at Queen Mary University, London, in a 
statement from the Science Media Centre. "Invariably the ships are overcrowded 
and with so many passengers hygiene levels can slip… In fact it might be 
impossible to properly quarantine people on a ship. I am sure that passengers 
will need to be quarantined properly when they return home."  
 
Princess Cruises, the company that owns and operates Diamond Princess, said it 
had no comment. Andy Harmer, UK and Ireland director at Cruise Lines 
International Association – a cruise industry trade body – said there are specific 
health standards for such ships, including health screenings for passengers and 
crew, as well as medical staff onboard. "All crew are extensively trained on how 
to help keep ships, guests and crew sanitized. Ships are visited by the Vessel 
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Sanitation Programme (VSP) who conduct public health inspections on how well 
cruise ships meet health standards in the VSP operations manual. Furthermore, 
CLIA cruise lines are well-equipped and experienced in maintaining health 
surveillance of passengers and crew."  
 
But regardless of the efforts of those onboard or the specific reason the 
quarantine failed, the clear fact that it was not working means authorities should 
have changed tack, Pankhania says. "They put infection control containment 
procedures in place, and they got new cases. I would have had to say, 'this is not 
working, I need to think of a Plan B'," he says. "I think that ship is transmitting an 
infection, and I wouldn't want to hold them in containment there… it's wrong." 
 
As of 2 May 2020, over 40 cruise ships have had confirmed positive cases of 
coronavirus on board, and one cruise ship remains at sea with passengers on 
board: Artania, with 8 passengers who are scheduled to disembark at 
Bremerhaven, Germany, around 8 June 2020.  In addition, over 100,000 crew 
members remain on cruise ships, some in isolation. Many are unable to be 
repatriated because cruise lines refuse to cover the cost of doing so, and 
because countries have different and changing rules. The condition is stressful to 
many employees.  Multiple suicides have been reported. 
 
When I wrote my articles on “The Best Wi-Fi At Sea” on April 17, 2020, and Part 2 
on April 30, 2020, some 32 cruise ships had experienced out breaks of the so-
called Corona virus around the world’s oceans and sea lanes, many of which 
never got within 3,000 miles of China.   
 
The Princess Cruise Line has invested $450-million to upgrade their fleet with 5G 
Princess Medallion system for 5G Wi-Fi.   
 
So what about the Diamond Princess cruise ship fiasco? Well guess what, the 
cruise ship offers state-of-the-art internet access which is transmitted using 
some of the most advanced technologies currently available. While it’s not by 
definition 5G, it is using exactly the same mm-wave technology at the 60GHZ 
range using the MedallionNet Wi-Fi system.  4G differs only slightly and brings 
with it similar health issues.  Cell phone radiation has been documented from the 
time of the commercial marketing in 1996.  Dr. Arthur Firstenberg chronicles the 
history of Cellular EMF in his book, ‘The Invisible Rainbow’.  I will be including 
below recent comments by Dr. Firstenberg as recent as May, 2020. 
 
So this could just be a coincidence, right? Indeed, it could, however when you 
begin to look into 5G, particularly when its running within the 60-Ghz range, 
which ‘coincidentally’ all the above-mentioned Coronavirus hotspots are, well 
those ‘coincidences’ begin to start looking a lot more like a problem. 
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60GHz – Frequency of the beast? 
At the millimeter wave frequency of 60GHz, the absorption is very high, with 98% 
of the transmitted energy absorbed by atmospheric oxygen. 
 
While studies on the effects of these millimeter-wave absorbed Oxygen 
molecules have not currently determined any health risks, they do recommend 
further study as the current studies don’t exceed exposure for longer than 24 
hours. 
 
“In conclusion, our results indicate that exposure to low-power radiations around 
60 GHz does not cause any significant effect. However, they do not exclude a 
possibility of existence of local subcellular effects or effects potentially induced 
by prolonged exposures. Moreover, we cannot neglect possible synergistic 
effects and eliminate the possibility that other exposure parameters, like 
frequency, exposure time, or field polarization may have effects on Biosystems. 
Therefore, additional gene markers and radiation parameters should be further 
analyzed for an extensive investigation of the potential biological effects of 
millimeter waves.” – SOURCE 
 
The above is the conclusion from what the scientists involved described as a 
long-term study into the effects off millimeter waves on biological cells, however 
once again the study was just a mere 24 hours. Hardly long term! 
 
In another study though they did find that emission of 61.32-Ghz MMW’s on mice 
stimulated regrowth of tumour cells and induced an inflammatory response: 
 
Makar and collaborators demonstrated in mice irradiated at 61.32 GHz (31 
mW/cm2) that MMWs can restore tumournecrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α)production, 
which had been inhibited by an anti-cancer drug treatment.  

https://triomed.hu/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Millimeteres-hullamok-hatasa-2009.pdf
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This TNF-αproduction by peritoneal macrophages was accompanied by a 
significant increase in interferon-gamma (IFN-γ)release bysplenocytes and 
enhanced proliferative activity of T-cells[34]. However, it is well known that IFN-
γ,synthesised by lym-phocytes, markedly increases TNF-αproduction in 
monocytes and macrophages.  
 
The same authors have also shown that42.2-GHz MMWs at 31 mW/cm2can up-
regulate natural killer (NK) cell functions[35]. In conclusion, we can assume that 
MMWs enhance proliferative activity of T-cells and stimulate inflammatory 
response through TNF-αand IFN-γup-regulation. – SOURCE 
 
The following looks at some charts from the 1960’s which looks at the complete 
frequency spectrum and the different dangers and use cases across the scale. 
 
There is not just one potential risk to the usage of these frequencies, they open 
the door to a whole host of problems from nefarious parties implementing mind 
control through to infertility and environmental genocide. 
 
It is true though however that much of what is being suggested as potential 
issues do not have the sufficient studies to back them up, but it is also true 
that there is not a single safety study on the effects of 5G to date. 
 
That’s correct, while the World competes against one another to be the first to get 
5G rolled out, they are doing so without any safety studies in place to ensure the 
safety of this technology. This is the study, we are the test subjects. 
 

5G Will Devastate Humanity But Those Behind It Are Above The Law! 
 
Dr. Barrie Trower, a former Royal Navy Microwaves Weapons Expert talks about 
the dangers surrounding microwave radiation and more specifically, 5G.  He has 
excellent videos presenting the evidence and discussing the dangers of 5G to all 
life forms. 
 
Trower’s credentials are continually under scrutiny, which is to be expected when 
you go up against a multi-trillion dollar industry – however, it must be said that to 
date I have yet to find a solid debunking on his expertise and knowledge. So far 
we just have allegations that he isn’t the expert he claims to be, but with no 
evidence to prove as such. 
 
Do not mess with oxygen!  60-Gigahertz specifically has been found to alter the 
behaviour of oxygen molecules.  You need to understand this chart.  The 
following graph shows you the frequency spectrum and oxygen absorption 
levels: 

file:///C:/Users/Toxic/Downloads/Documents/1-s2.0-S1631070513000480-main.pdf
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When you hit oxygen molecules with 60-GHz millimeter wave emissions it affects 
the orbital properties of the electrons of the oxygen molecules.  The energy level 
causes the molecules of the lungs to dance making it impossible to bond with the 
red blood cells. 
 
We then breath these effected oxygen molecules into our lungs which is then 
passes through bound to red blood cells using a protein called haemoglobin, this 
protein consists of four iron atoms, which in turn can bind four atoms of oxygen 
the blood cell. 
 
Now, exactly what the effects of these charged oxygen molecules is relatively 
unchartered territory, but what we do know is that the lungs work most efficiently 
when they are receiving oxygen in its natural state, MMW charged oxygen 
molecules will not bind as well to the iron atoms in the haemoglobin, in fact there 
is suggestion that these oxygen molecules may be repelled by the iron. 
 
The effects on the body because of lack of oxygen are: 

 Fever 
 Fatigue 
 Dry Cough 
 Myalgia 
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 Dyspnea 
 Diarrhea & Nausea 
 Respiratory Shut down and Death. 

 
Going back to the Coronavirus videos of people literally falling over in the middle 
of the street, could this be explained by a lack of oxygen? It certainly could. 
 
The literature on Magnetic Biology is vast and extremely technical, few work in 
the field but we will try to get a better understanding of just how these oxygen 
molecules could affect our ability to absorb oxygen – once we have more on this 
we will update this post.  
 
The Corona virus COVID-19 may simply be a modified SARS virus which was held 
at the WUHAN laboratory which was INTENTIONALLY released to cover up a 
frightening reaction people began getting from the emissions of this new 5G 
technology.  This is becoming increasingly the conclusion by many scientists 
from a wide range of professional expertise. 
 
Yes the virus clearly exists, its genetic structure was publically released back in 
December, but why is it only affecting isolated groups of people so severely, but 
in the majority of cases it hardly affects the infected – in fact many contract the 
virus with no side effects whatsoever.  This may be explained by the fact that 
virologists had detected three strains entering the U.S. early on, one from the 
west coast and two from the east coast; again an indicator of the virus being 
weaponized.  The media has been totally silent on this reality. 
 
This dangerous new genetically modified virus was created by researchers from 
the University of North Carolina, the Harvard Medical School, the National Center 
for Toxicological Research, Food and Drug Administration in Arkansas, the 
Bellinzona Institute of Microbiology in Switzerland and the Wuhan Institute of 
Virology in China, who were working together and subsequently published their 
paper.  The Rothschild-owned Pirbrite Institute in Surrey, UK exploited the 
collective work in order to provoke a war between China and the U.S.   
 
Could this simply be a cover up to protect the validity of 5G technology?  
Absolutely!   Explain this coincidence if I am wrong.  Perhaps 5G and a bunch of 
real viruses were launched simultaneously. 
 
In Wuhan, there really was a 5G mass test. They installed 3,000 large and 27,000 
small transmitters. The test time coincided with the spread of the coronavirus. 
 
On February 3, 2020, the same day the Diamond Princess was quarantined, the 
satellite company SES put out a press release advertising “the best Wi-Fi at sea” 
and announcing that Princess Cruises would be using a “hybrid medium earth 
orbit (MEO) and geostationary (GEO) network” to become “the first cruise ships 
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to access SES’s ground-breaking O3b mPOWER satellite-based communications 
system.” 
 
mPOWER uses beam-forming technology and frequencies from 17 to 30 GHz and 
SES boasts that its satellite system is part of the global 5G network. “We offer the 
fastest Wi-Fi on the high seas making it easier for you to stream movies, stay 
connected on social media and even text with friends and family on board with 
you!” advertises Princess Cruises. Each Princess Line ship has 7,000 sensors, 
650 wall-mounted touchscreen devices, 1,780 Wi-Fi access points, 4,030 digital 
displays in private rooms, and 75 miles of cable. The antennas on the ships that 
communicate with the satellites are huge globes that look like this: 
 

 
 

mPower was operating on the Diamond Princess at the time of the coronavirus 
outbreak. A photograph of the Diamond Princess on February 5, 2020 while it was 
quarantined in Yokohama shows the five of the six antenna globes that it had on 
board. 
 
The media is cooking up a fearful frenzy to hide the health dangers of 5G 
technology.  The left naturally is blaming all this on President Trump. This is now 
an apolitical crisis, affecting us all regardless of who, what, when, where and how 
and it is wreaking havoc on the markets. Dr. Kirk Elliott discusses this on the 
Global Financial Reset weekly report. 
 
The U.S. Navy says 16 sailors from the USS Theodore Roosevelt who had 
apparently recovered from the coronavirus and had received negative test results 
have now tested positive for a second time. In a statement released earlier on 
Saturday when five sailors were found to have retested positive, the Navy said 
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the sailors had "met rigorous recovery criteria, exceeding CDC guidelines," 
including testing negative for the virus at least twice, but have now retested 
positive. 
 
The USS Theodore Roosevelt had been stuck at port in Guam since late March, 
for seven weeks when the coronavirus first wreaked havoc upon the ship. Since 
then, over 4,000 of the 4,800 crew members have had to go ashore for quarantine 
or isolation. Since the outbreak began, at least 1,156 sailors have tested positive 
for COVID-19, including two deaths, Aviation Ordnanceman Chief Petty Officer 
Charles Robert Thacker, Jr., who died in an intensive care unit at a Navy hospital 
in Guam on April 13.  The other sailor was a 41-year old Communications 
Speciailist, who worked in the bridge of the Roosevelt’s communications system. 
 

 
 
In the above photograph of the USS Theodore Roosevelt, I counted no fewer than 
five of the typical white globe 5G antennas.  How will the Pentagon be able to hide 
the real cause of the sickness of these sailors, and future outbreaks of their so-
called Corona virus?  How will they mask the real cause, epecially when there is a 
veterans group seeking compensation for the damages occurred while in the 
military as radio/radar technicians, fighter pilots who literally sat on the aircraft 
electronics components.   
 
“These five sailors developed influenza-like illness symptoms and did the right 
thing reporting to medical for evaluation,” said the Navy in a statement released 
on May 15.  According to the Navy, the five re-infected sailors self-monitored and 
adhered to proper social distancing precautionary measures. Once they tested 
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positive again, they were immediately evacuated from the ship and put under 
isolation, including 18 other sailors who were also in contact with them. 
 
Jonathan Hoffman, a spokesman for the Pentagon, said that the outbreak on the 
USS Theodore Roosevelt has been “a learning process.” 
 
“This is a very stubborn, infectious disease,” Hoffman told reporters during a 
press briefing. He further went on to praise the Navy’s quick action, which most 
likely helped prevent the whole crew of the aircraft carrier from being exposed for 
a second time. 
 
An official familiar with the USS Theodore Roosevelt’s situation said that the 
ship’s commanders aren’t entirely sure why the five sailors tested positive twice. 
However, the official did suggest that it may be related to questions about the 
accuracy of COVID-19 testing kits.  Although true in many cases, it becomes 
another  excuse after excuse! 
 
The sailors are tested using a nasal swab. In some cases, the coronavirus cannot 
be detected through this test. Health officials aren’t certain whether the five 
sailors did relapse or if they tested negative without really being fully clear of the 
virus. 
 
In response to the possibility of a second outbreak, the ship’s commanders have 
intensified screening programs. Anybody who exhibits any flu-like symptoms will 
immediately be tested, evacuated and put under isolation.  An investigation 
report has been turned over to the top Navy command, but no public comment 
has been given.  It will be interesting to see how they hide 5G as the real cause. 
 
As of May 14, over 2,900 sailors have re-boarded the ship, and around 25 percent 
of the crew that tested positive for COVID-19 have recovered.  
 
The USS Theodore Roosevelt resume operation after 55 days sidelined in Guam.  
On May 20, after 55 days of being stuck at a port in Naval Base Guam, USS 
Theodore Roosevelt finally left harbor with more than half of its over 4,800 crew 
members. Navy officials told USNI News that the ship’s first deployment will most 
likely be brief and consist of the crew performing basic drills, which will certify 
whether the sailors can once again handle work on the aircraft carrier after an 
extended period of time away from the sea. 
 
The process of returning the USS Theodore Roosevelt’s sailors back to the ship 
began at the end of April. Sailors who were deemed healthy spent at least 14 days 
in isolation in Guam. Furthermore, they had to test negative for COVID-19 twice in 
a row. As of Sunday, May 24, 2020, over 2,900 sailors had returned to the carrier. 
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The length of the USS Theodore Roosevelt’s stay at port means that the whole 
ship has to re-qualify to operate as a team before they can return to full active 
deployment.   
 
The commanders of the ship, in a statement, said that the ship will be leaving 
sailors who are not required to participate in these evaluations. The men and 
women left behind will be tasked with supporting the recovery of the rest of the 
sailors who are still in isolation or quarantine. 
 
During this time, the Navy has ordered the ship to enforce strict social distancing 
and very thorough cleaning protocols. 
 
“It feels great to be back at sea,” said Rear Admiral Stuart Baker, commanding 
officer of Carrier Strike Group (CSG) 9, which the Theodore Roosevelt is a part of. 
 
Despite the fact that five sailors tested positive upon returning to the ship, 
Surgeon General of the Navy, Rear Adm. Bruce Gillingham, remains confident 
that the carrier is “medically ready” to return to active duty. 
 
It remains to be seen if the Navy would put the USS Theodore Roosevelt back in 
active duty after the new infections, but if the Navy’s testing kits weren’t properly 
audited, many false negatives may come back on ship and re-infect dozens more 
sailors, giving them another excuse to hide 5G EMF issues. 
 
I found the USS Theodore Roosevelt and USS Kidd are not unique for the 
outbreak of the so-called Corona virus.  The following U.S. Navy ships have had 
out breaks of what is being blamed on the Corona virus: 
 
USS Boxer – 2 
USS Essex – 3 
USS Ralph Johnson – 1 (photo below, pg. 33) 
USS Coronado – 1 
USS Carl Vinson – 1 
USS Theodore Roosevelt – 1,156 (2 deaths) 
USS Ronald Reagan – 16 
USNS Comfort – 2 
USS Nimitz – 2 
USNS Mercy – 7 
USS Tripoli – 24 
USS Kidd – 96 
USS Leroy Grumman - 52 
 
All of the above listed U.S. Navy ships sport the 5G white globes used to shield 
the 5G antennas from the weather elements.  The variation or number of infected 
seamen is most likely related to the EMF energy level of the ship’s 5G Wi-Fi 
communications.   
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Even Verizon states that not all 5G are the same.  With ultra-fast speeds, ultra-low 
latency and massive capacity, Verizon 5G Ultra Wideband is built right with the 
power to change more than your phone. It will change everything.  The most 
important thing to remember is that all wireless 3G, 4G, or 5G is “modulated”.  I 
learned this three years ago from an installer of cell equipment, that the telecoms 
operate their wireless communications equipment and systems at the lower level 
side of its capable power range, so as not to accidentally harm life.  
 

 
Availa 
I will repeat the most important thing to remember is that all wireless 3G, 4G, or 
5G is “modulated”.  This answers many questions about the Wuhan, China 
outbreak. 
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In the illustration above you can see that 5G uses what are known as master base 
stations and secondary base stations.  These master and secondary base 
stations enables the telecommunications carrier to “modulate” energy signal 
strength to meet the various user needs in the illustration.  This modulation of 
signal strength explains why it is possible that some get sick and others die.  In 
China, all Chinese citizens were vaccinated a month before the virus outbreak. All 
vaccines weaken and compromise the human immune system.  The U.S. Navy 
confirmed the annual flu shot lowers the immune system by 36%, and increases 
one’s susceptible to getting sick from the flu shot. 
 
The Earth is being bathed with both wide-band and milimeter-band from what will 
be 40,000+ satelites in Low and Medium orbit (LEO and MEO),  
 
 

 
 
Verizon 5G Ultra Wideband has the power to deliver speeds more than 10 times 
faster than some other 5G networks.  Verizon is turning on “Smart Cities” with 5G 
at an incredible pace.  By early 2021, it will cover 117 markets in the U.S.  It all 
looks so fabulous until you realize that EMF wireless energy is also the cause of 
so many illnesses that have been labeled in the past twenty-four years.   
 
The evil aspects of 5G are immense.  It can be used to control society, keeping 
people locked in their homes, virtually much like the invisible fence homeowners 
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install to keep their pets from leaving the property to wander in the neighbor’s 
yards or run away.  My neighbor across the street from me put the invisible fence 
in for his two dogs when he purchased the property four years ago.  
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The thing people fail to understand that 5G is a weapons system, designed and 
capable of killing you!  The capabilities of this technology will astound the reader. 
The invisible space fence from space is just for a starter.  There are different 
types. GPS wireless fences work on cellular technology. They set geofences, 
which specific boundaries are set by you for your pet on the satellite map. The 
GPS of the system alerts you when your dog crossed the boundaries and helps 
you track it easily.  The inground or above ground send an electrical shock to 
your pets which condition pets not to cross the invisible fence.   
 
Think about how 5G EMF can and will be used to keep people locked in their own 
home in the UN’s New World Order.  The UN activated their web page just a week 
or so ago and it goes by that title.   
 
Verizon's 5G system will see a major upload boost as the company switches from 
4G to 5G to send files and stream video. The company is also finding new ways to 
get its 5G to reach indoors. 
 
Video calls on Verizon 5G are about to get even smoother. The company 
announced today that it's finally switching uploads from 4G to 5G in its 34 5G 
cities (with a 35th one coming soon), as well as for Chicago-based 5G Home 
subscribers. It also made several announcements about partnerships to help its 
short-range millimeter-wave 5G reach longer distances and get indoors, although 
those shifts won't happen immediately. 
 
5G is a new technology, but it's still highly dependent on 4G. Current 5G 
networks are known as "non-standalone."  Phones rest on 4G networks, and have 
to use 4G to negotiate 5G connections. Until now, Verizon's and AT&T's 5G 
networks also generally used 4G for uploads. 
 
Uploads have become a hotter topic recently as more people are transmitting 
video in their quarantined lives. Verizon said on May 14 that collaboration tools, 
which use uplink, are at 1,200 percent the usage of the pre-COVID days. Comcast 
says uploads have increased by 33 percent while downloads have only increased 
by 13 percent compared to a March 1 baseline.  
 
Uploads have been rising faster than downloads. (Source: Comcast)  
 
"We look at the ratio between downlink and uplink and maximize that for the 
usage being done," said Heidi Hemmer, Verizon's VP of technology. "Yes, we 
have seen more use of uplink [since COVID-19.]" 
 
Verizon says 5G uploads should only be 30 percent faster than before, but that 
may be expectation management. When we first tested 5G uplink in Providence, 
Rhode Island, last year, we found that it increased average uplink speeds from 

https://www.pcmag.com/authors/sascha-segan
https://www.pcmag.com/authors/sascha-segan
https://www.pcmag.com/authors/sascha-segan
https://www.pcmag.com/authors/sascha-segan
https://www.pcmag.com/authors/sascha-segan
https://www.pcmag.com/authors/sascha-segan
https://www.pcmag.com/authors/sascha-segan
https://www.pcmag.com/authors/sascha-segan
https://www.pcmag.com/authors/sascha-segan
https://www.pcmag.com/news/what-is-5g
https://www.verizon.com/about/news/how-americans-are-spending-their-time-temporary-new-normal
https://corporate.comcast.com/covid-19/network
https://www.pcmag.com/news/first-5g-uploads-triple-speeds-in-providence
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37Mbps to 93Mbps. Ookla Speedtest later looked at crowdsourced results and 
saw an average of 50.55Mbps up, still a 78 percent lift from 4G. 
 
  

 
 
The company will use 100MHz of millimeter-wave 5G spectrum for uploads, 
Hemmer confirmed. Currently, the company generally uses no more than 20MHz 
of LTE for uploads. 
 
Some T-Mobile 5G devices use a combination of 4G and 5G for uploads, but as T-
Mobile is using relatively narrow channels in its long-range low-band 5G network, 
they have seen speeds more like 33Mbps up in tests with the OnePlus 8 Pro. 
 
T-Mobile's 5G uploads are less of an improvement over 4G uploads.  You Need 
This for Zoom Life. 
 
We don't talk enough about uplink. On 4G networks, upload speeds are at most a 
third of download speeds, as shown in testing. 
 
Landline systems are often even more mismatched. Cable providers make it very 
difficult to see what uplink speeds are on their sales websites. In New York, cable 
company Spectrum doesn't show its upload speeds on its sales site, 
and buries them in a government-mandated disclosure PDF. There, you discover 
that 200Mbps download plans have only 10Mbps up; 400Mbps plans have only 
20Mbps up; and 940Mbps plans have 35Mbps up. 
 
Fiber internet plans more often tend to be symmetrical, with upload speeds that 
match their download speeds. 

https://www.speedtest.net/insights/blog/qualcomm-snapdragon-x50-mobile-performance-us-cities/
https://www.pcmag.com/news/oneplus-is-ahead-of-samsung-with-this-one-t-mobile-5g-feature
https://www.pcmag.com/news/exclusive-oneplus-reveals-its-next-steps-in-5g
https://www.spectrum.com/content/dam/spectrum/residential/en/pdfs/policies/Broadband%20Label%20Disclosure%20(Spectrum)_10.6.19.pdf
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There's a historic reason for the mismatch, of course. We typically download a lot 
more than we upload, and that amount is most lopsided at home. The vast 
majority of home internet use right now is video streaming from providers like 
Netflix, Hulu, and Amazon Prime. That's all download. Even the most intense 
TikTokkers consume a lot more content than they produce. 
 
Zoom recommends, ideally, 3Mbps up/down per high-quality group call. That 
underestimates what you really need. If we keep having multiple people in each 
household trying to work or go to school virtually, a good uplink connection is 
going to become more important.  And while you're probably not taking too many 
Zoom calls out on the street where Verizon 5G works well, this positions 
Verizon's 5G service for the wider home internet launch it still plans to do by the 
end of the year. 
 
In getting 5G Indoors Verizon's move only helps people who can get that sweet, 
sweet millimeter-wave 5G, though. And for now, that's very few people. Even in 
downtown areas of cities Verizon claims to cover, OpenSignal only got Verizon 
5G 6 percent of the time in December/January walk tests. In other tests, we've 
found that Verizon's mmWave 5G still works primarily outdoors, with poor 
penetration inside buildings and only about an 800-foot radius off each cell site. 
This correlates to the point that a 5G antenna will have to be locate on every othr 
house on a residential steet. 
 

 
 
Pivotal's Echo 5G helps millimeter-wave get indoors. (Source: Pivotal Commware)  
 

https://www.pcmag.com/picks/the-best-video-streaming-services
https://www.pcmag.com/reviews/zoom-meeting
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362023-System-requirements-for-Windows-macOS-and-Linux
https://www.pcmag.com/news/verizon-ceo-no-home-5g-expansion-until-fall
https://www.opensignal.com/2020/02/20/how-att-sprint-t-mobile-and-verizon-differ-in-their-early-5g-approach
https://www.opensignal.com/2020/02/20/how-att-sprint-t-mobile-and-verizon-differ-in-their-early-5g-approach
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T-Mobile's slower, low-band 5G has much broader coverage. 
Verizon's mmWave needs more coverage. (Source: OpenSignal)  
 
Verizon said it is partnering with Movandi, Pivotal Commware, and Wistron to 
provide mmWave extenders that can improve signal strength and range. 
 
Pivotal's Echo 5G repeater, about the size of a small dinner plate, attaches to a 
window and "acts as a portal between indoor and outdoor worlds," according to 
the company.  
 
Pivotal also says its technology can reduce the number of 5G panels a carrier 
needs to place on the streets of in each neighborhood, instead putting repeaters 
on utility poles and on the windows of individual subscribers. According to the 
company, a carrier could replace 28 base stations with seven base stations and 
390 small repeaters. This could help 5G deployment troubles because Verizon 
would have fewer debates with towns about putting up larger base stations, while 
its subscribers would probably be willing to use repeaters to get in-home service. 
 
According to an article from Fierce Wireless, Movandi's BeamXR 
technology helps millimeter-wave signals penetrate Low-E glass, a form of 
energy-saving glass that's common in commercial buildings and right now 
presents a major barrier to indoor mmWave coverage.   
 
Movandi has also been tapped by Verizon, along with the more usual suspects—
NXP and Qualcomm—to provide chipsets for in-home 5G devices. Movandi's 
technology will probably be used to help get clearer connections through 
windows to home 5G receivers. There's no date on when the Pivotal and Movandi 
solutions will be available. 
 
Finally, Verizon's adding another 5G city, San Diego, to its list on May 28, the 
company said in a press release. Hemmer said a few weeks ago that Verizon is on 
track to have 60 5G cities by the end of the year.  
 
The company says that 5G in San Diego will appear in parts of Mission Valley, 
Linda Vista, Kensington, and Banker's Hill.  
 
 

US 5G Cities for Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, and Sprint (Updated) 
 

The list of US cities with 5G continues to grow with carriers like Verizon, AT&T, T-
Mobile, and Sprint all rolling out 5G mmW and sub-6 5G throughout the next 
couple of years.  5G is on the rise in the US, so just like with the 4G LTE rollout of 
years past, we are seeing a similar trickle out of 5G cities from US carriers. 
Whether they feature 5G mmW or sub-6 5G tech, there is a good chance 5G is 
close to your neck of the woods. 
 

https://pivotalcommware.com/
https://pivotalcommware.com/2020/05/07/pivotal-commware-slashes-5g-mmwave-deployment-costs/
https://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/5g-startup-movandi-says-its-technology-can-boost-mmwave-signals
https://www.fiercewireless.com/tech/5g-startup-movandi-says-its-technology-can-boost-mmwave-signals
https://www.pcmag.com/news/covid-19-isnt-stopping-verizons-5g-rollout
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Since carriers like Verizon, AT&T, T-Mobile, and Sprint only ever announce a 
couple of 5G areas at a time, you might want a giant list of 5G cities for each, all 
in one place, that is (hopefully) updated regularly.  
 

Verizon 5G Cities 
Atlanta, GA Indianapolis, IN 

Boise, ID Los Angeles, CA 

Boston, MA Memphis, TN 

Charlotte, NC Miami, FL 

Chicago, IL Minneapolis, MN 

Cleveland, OH New York, NY 

Columbus, OH Omaha, NE 

Dallas, TX Panama City, FL 

Denver, CO Phoenix, AZ 

Des Moines, IA Providence, RI 

Detroit, MI Salt Lake City, UT 

Grand Rapids, MI Sioux Falls, SD 

Greensboro, NC Spokane, WA 

Hampton Roads, VA St. Paul, MN 

Hoboken, NJ Washington, DC 

Houston, TX 
 

 
 
 

AT&T 5G+ Cities 
Atlanta, GA New Orleans, LA 

Austin, TX New York City, NY 

Baltimore, MD Oakland, CA 

Charlotte, NC Ocean City, MD 

Cleveland, OH Oklahoma City, OK 

Dallas, TX Orlando, FL 

Detroit, MI Phoenix, AZ 

Houston, TX Philadelphia, PA 

Indianapolis, IN Raleigh, NC 

Jacksonville, FL Redwood City, CA 

King of Prussia, PA San Antonio, TX 

Las Vegas, NV San Bruno, CA 

Los Angeles, CA San Diego, CA 

Louisville, KY San Francisco, CA 
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Menlo Park, CA San Jose, CA 

Miami, FL Waco, TX 

Miami Gardens, FL West Hollywood, CA 

Nashville, TN 
 

 

AT&T 5G Cities 
Baltimore, MD Milwaukee, WI 

Birmingham, AL New York, NY 

Boston, MA (soon) Philadelphia, PA 

Bridgeport, CT Pittsburgh, PA 

Buffalo, NY Providence, RI 

Detroit, MI Rochester, NY 

Indianapolis, IN San Diego, CA 

Las Vegas, NV San Francisco, CA 

Los Angeles, CA San Jose, CA 

Louisville, KY Washington, DC 

 
 

T-Mobile 5G mmW Cities 
Atlanta, GA Las Vegas, NV 

Cleveland, OH Los Angeles, CA 

Dallas, TX New York, NY 

 
Sprint 5G Cities 
Atlanta, GA Los Angeles, CA 

Chicago, IL New York, NY 

Dallas-Fort Worth, TX Phoenix, AZ 

Houston, TX Washington DC 

Kansas City, MO/KS 
 

 
 
As noted, each of the telecoms is operating different levels of 4G and 5G.  Let no 
one kid you that 4G is less harmful than 5G.  Those operating 5G do so for 
different reasons, but mostly for financial reasons.  This is somewhat confusing 
and so I will not go into the factors each company considers, and not all are 
completely honest with their employees and shareholders. 
 

All wireless is harmful, some more so than others.  As the public 

begins to see the effects of 5G it will become less appealing, there is on the 
drawing table, even faster 6G.  The telecoms have told their shareholders that the 
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wireless market potential is in the $6-trillion dollar range.  The chart on the next 
page goes so far as to break this down into percentages and billions of dollar 
markets.  The return on investment of $59-billion dollars would be enough reason 
for the industry to do everything in its power to run over the opposition efforts.  
They have the FCC in their deep pockets.   
 
I wrote an article on “5G on Steriods” which seeks to use the electrical power 
lines to bring 5G technology to the residential public.  An experiment underway in 
Georgia is exploring this avenue of delivering wireless communications and 
reducing the number of small and large cell tower antennas that 5G technology 
requires.   
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THE EVIDENCE MOUNTS 
by Arthur Firstenberg 

 
THE WORLD, accustomed to blaming every illness on a bacterium or virus, has 
been ignoring the enemy that we have invited in and mistaken for a friend. The 
evidence is mounting, not only that it is futile to try to hide from a microscopic 
gene sequence that has already flooded the earth, over which we have no control, 
but that the illnesses that are being blamed on that virus, and which rightly terrify 
us, are in part caused by an enemy that we ourselves have created, and that we 
have refused to recognize as the mortal threat that it is.It is not a coincidence that 
Wuhan, China turned on its first 5G communication network just two weeks 
before the first known person became ill there with a disease that has since shut 
down the world. It is not a coincidence that the Diamond Princess cruise ship set 
sail with 5G satellite communication antennas on board, immediately before the 
same disease sickened hundreds of its passengers. It is not a coincidence that 
Germany, this spring, brought 4G-LTE technology for the first time to areas near 
its borders immediately before small birds began dying in large numbers in 
precisely those areas. 
 
Viruses are constituent elements of life on Earth. Microwave radiation is foreign 
and lethal to life on Earth. It is time that humanity recognizes these facts. 
 

 

SOCIAL DISTANCING FOR BIRDS? 
“A previously unidentifed disease is currently 
threatening blue tits, great tits and other small 
songbirds across Germany,” reported the German 
conservation organization NABU. The first cases were 
reported on March 11, 2020, and by April 21 the number 
of reported sick and dead birds was around 26,000. 
Although this disease is being blamed on a bacterium, 
its resemblance to COVID-19 cannot be avoided. The 
birds are being described as “apathetic birds with 
breathing problems.” They cannot eat, appear to be 
“unquenchably thirsty,” and then die. Extreme thirst is 
a widely-reported effect of microwave radiation. It is 
also commonly reported in cases of COVID-19. 
Absurdly, NABU is telling people to stop providing 
feeding stations and water sources in order to enforce 
“social distancing” for birds. NABU has published a 
map of German regions showing the number of 
reported tit deaths per 100,000 inhabitants: 

 

 

 

http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/DUW0CpRpiohxYHcsJDQeFPUzYF8Be80b0FuBk684X0qhfC_iQEGTZlL2w3hFJv184XaEDmqeKiQOi3eELCRO5JcfJjIfE1W2TWYxk3AHXQ6wEaSIxexwlyQk4ll39PLsRIXILdFEQGqhYO6WTTIUtEt6G4IlioPSbRIxBYApmbuoTFz_irrLx8UmyV6n5AZIBn-4oNu-DnHH8yTdTd3Ice6nXTBg1CeTRlIX0QvxbaaCVd0
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/WMqunGM2flWG2wH5Z916uS-qoGEZAcYAW0vBZcrdsZrxr605tC7qoZejZJCEOl05AouIzY7wA-3O4Vio9ogbDfzndmPj95A0UT1tQVDqGL9dx6Nu5s2uf7urWdZCPn3DU_gl4CnYKaFLOsWIBNTYps5Ku_SsRFu3Zlewr6thR-iWxlgDP7C5pV9KL175VhVOaQbP9SAEQR65AS7FMq07jf4TA8GqpDkyOaTDLZpnWH64cOQ
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/ZFvIUERBcMUA-bB8VyJ02VtM9lJjD8zcYL0RsoyNIkLOYuaZs_q9-4aO1ikrVn2Uf2UAjjOkYp-bj_2Jq2EYPuFichkpBee3qTxKZFSOJ1j6x2nNqT5USLjsi2u-9vIMHduU2cMUTIVKYAAh_CVxCBF_hb87OUV9JUiLxzGeRVPmjzfDhggh5GuxnTwXPp5Vz41EzRf2aPt1k9CaAijUM6bV_UzfPDXBX-j19d-ASIOdpZHNXk3QSp4uyeYtnNUuywNvJEzdDQhsIyD8tvmzNrHGF4QfK-H2
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/XGSiOJT6wNr5OUb-OLqKJnRraE2D3C65oybBUbEkBBWz_XgY5WLY3fNouseOd24q3lEZO5Dwp6fOqpadJmUTJ8DQnAWyadaZNRSC7THaIyApaeARAzJrSb7Nu6iBG0qqESIItFoo3rwYqGTY0mFV1i6HsU5pIKvmOaP6b8ODNcfTQnMa_-B5NWUW0y9YtydR7GNZ6Ap8lpkq
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/XGSiOJT6wNr5OUb-OLqKJnRraE2D3C65oybBUbEkBBWz_XgY5WLY3fNouseOd24q3lEZO5Dwp6fOqpadJmUTJ8DQnAWyadaZNRSC7THaIyApaeARAzJrSb7Nu6iBG0qqESIItFoo3rwYqGTY0mFV1i6HsU5pIKvmOaP6b8ODNcfTQnMa_-B5NWUW0y9YtydR7GNZ6Ap8lpkq
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The highest number of bird deaths is occurring along the Mosel River and in the 
region around Oldenburg in Lower Saxony. These are areas where Vodafone 
announced in a press release on April 10, 2020 that it had just expanded its 4G-
LTE cell tower network. Vodafone said it had closed “one of the nastiest radio 
holes” in Lower Saxony, and there had previously only been 2G service along the 
Mosel River. “The company has implemented more than 1,000 LTE projects in the 
past few months,” said Vodafone, and is increasing the power of 500 existing LTE 

http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/7G_0u5e7sXQbNqNPZBuwJNRsag-f59VN_uDXfurRPWr0TTqSuGVY_MvDy-fmkXs2iMnHKS2Wwdgzn75qqBSmAkmY6sJJfiBaCeiz6HBlxxHMH5uh6KwQZe-h3aPfnSA-kfb0am_gvB_2MXm_hENs_wOSCAugGfRF8-hi_FJJr8pwyBeOmJia2Ad-IvLu5X5kB1BZYqV9Kw8WfgLmXkCC-KXq-zPh3nCfUNlIhey7E3QksQYDZ6FUvFE
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/mbfM8M3HVN84s_RaDoxXvFbCErTyXivc0z0tyTyfG4QCITvm68LwtTxHdSadlevzbueZyTlBhXmCL9lH4AOt8k2aiVFGoQi1JwXNZpwtV8If0aIAKI0DZL41swTocL4QcQ69dfbGWIXc-Y6Jc0D4Ai8ThttIiOPz03B03SDucXVai5DXjUWSq71gpkqeFJFAvgOElNTVp8iebkuJHzOeDmNDqUix5EIEKezPyL7Zn4N4Ooi2hC47LX0wcJD2mtsjGBr1D83c6F0TjLPB
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/mbfM8M3HVN84s_RaDoxXvFbCErTyXivc0z0tyTyfG4QCITvm68LwtTxHdSadlevzbueZyTlBhXmCL9lH4AOt8k2aiVFGoQi1JwXNZpwtV8If0aIAKI0DZL41swTocL4QcQ69dfbGWIXc-Y6Jc0D4Ai8ThttIiOPz03B03SDucXVai5DXjUWSq71gpkqeFJFAvgOElNTVp8iebkuJHzOeDmNDqUix5EIEKezPyL7Zn4N4Ooi2hC47LX0wcJD2mtsjGBr1D83c6F0TjLPB
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/_fZMfQ5rO36YMGPOKFEEJJXo181d4A7UwvLUkFYJPJELTtzK0Nd9DG3aCgo2YnNpJyPc73DjUql0qgNXhIrjSTNDCXYvEHaPz286JHMgIiE77KGqpUgOQ-cGAbDbd6FzEJ3kJ_ZdGiiFuDePmChSORhk87Xe6BIyo3iD5xjd82C_AmIiq2qDhuUh4aZDWjkv9TkSBn761Qhi2RBkSpDaBeMM_nZnnGcfafg30HF1sUlYpNU8nTsWymcM
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/7v04VfEvtZYCgGuvMyhp7FmdNFrmSE0Lj5OyNCAYJB5BdgAvI7owx7lgrcilEyebKpuAm3TprFDuKF7u4dhGbj8OSXgcP7oAqXa6nYakSbwLNSiW2k_rlBj4-tafcIQPBxw6V2PZk1b1RTnlLiaLokGwyi4sXw6oIe7CuEI41m5HfTwbUn89tBLEW1YR6lD-rqCYJ8wIqyzlyNW1P7bKbnLZU-8agNzwZK5l1gi88q9x4yA7Qhtzqm8
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stations and upgrading 260 more stations to 4G-LTE. 
 

MYSTERY DISEASE IN YOUNG CHILDREN 
 
We have been told that COVID-19 is a serious disease mainly in the elderly, and 
that it does not affect young children. Now, however, an unknown disease is 
being described in children in the United Kingdom, Spain, Italy and the United 
States and since many of them are testing positive for COVID-19, it is being 
blamed on that virus — despite the fact that other children with the new disease 
have tested negative for the virus.  Children are appearing with “multi-system 
inflammation with flu-like symptoms,” and “with blood parameters consistent 
with severe COVID-19.” The children may be agitated, confused, have severe 
difficulty breathing, have seizures, low blood pressure, inflammation of the heart, 
abdominal pain, skin rash and, especially in teenage boys, testicular pain. The 
disease is being called a variant of either toxic shock syndrome or Kawasaki 
disease. But the symptoms are all classic effects of radio wave sickness. 
 

AN OCEAN OF VIRUSES 
 
The idea that we can keep from sharing viruses by wearing masks and staying a 
few feet away from each other is about as realistic as putting a mask on a fish 
and pretending it is going to protect it from getting wet. Viruses are nothing but 
pieces of genetic material that constitute the basis of life itself. It is coming to be 
understood that there is an ocean of bacteria and viruses that circulate in the 
atmosphere and travel on high-altitude winds around the world and between 
continents. And that the viruses far outnumber the bacteria.It has long been a 
mystery how, from one season to the next, an old strain of the influenza virus can 
be replaced by a new strain, at the same time all over the world. This is now being 
explained. A team of Canadian scientists, in a paper about influenza, observed 
that viral particles may be transported hundreds or thousands of kilometers 
before returning to the ground and that “the Far East may be a source of 
wintertime influenza viral aerosols that reach North America a week or two after 
they are emitted into the atmosphere… Thus, the entire population of the world 
may become exposed to airborne influenza virus. This may help to explain the 
ubiquity and persistence of this disease.” 
 
This could also explain how sailors on the Navy ship, USS Kidd, could have 
contracted the coronavirus after more than a month at sea without any contact 
with land. The ship left Pearl Harbor on March 20, 2020, and the first sailor started 
showing symptoms of the disease on April 22. Subsequently the ship was 
quarantined in San Diego, where 64 sailors tested positive for COVID-19.But 
viruses are much more than vectors of disease. 
 
Viruses, wrote an international team of scientists in a paper published in 2018, 
“encompass much of the biological diversity on the planet.” There are an 
estimated 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 virus particles in the oceans 

http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/dWoEI8uJjFE0esV3PEjTdQ3Ssi5EU9Xh-Q_7OGOigkc7Su7nD2hiS758sCC804-4tPAp3_UAFGvo6prJ1PNQLCHEOUQdGC_VYCRu9rTQvBPwn1tARp15dN0_LNrJbp7-NxNb-r4jPkmvW6nuSF_-_zANaLV8p34Qi2l9I0dDlX_O7Fh5y4_RDQvm-_5mfWo_LCyneewPi0J4U-O_rbhBURDZ761ztC1na0R6Fn9gfkopoYVYLWsL7hRU7-ztMN5ZKDxFSYYq4Jt4Ruq1QvOm9xy6L7RK1IHGsAPf
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/dWoEI8uJjFE0esV3PEjTdQ3Ssi5EU9Xh-Q_7OGOigkc7Su7nD2hiS758sCC804-4tPAp3_UAFGvo6prJ1PNQLCHEOUQdGC_VYCRu9rTQvBPwn1tARp15dN0_LNrJbp7-NxNb-r4jPkmvW6nuSF_-_zANaLV8p34Qi2l9I0dDlX_O7Fh5y4_RDQvm-_5mfWo_LCyneewPi0J4U-O_rbhBURDZ761ztC1na0R6Fn9gfkopoYVYLWsL7hRU7-ztMN5ZKDxFSYYq4Jt4Ruq1QvOm9xy6L7RK1IHGsAPf
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/JngsUqKW5CDUQDqB7xmJLftYWE4gCz4r5FKtabZ_V9zfVSVfJ2ok5wyA6uo8tqU4ImhUUjAdgC-k3PUfYb_Uha42AdpqOH2JHc_mO0MCizB38H3WCblQ0_oS3DmggLOxB2xrrCna1jqhZj2-l3fspblCcCbu3qiI1at8YzCd_06kq9gLUwM9YJv_R8Tj-BoV8yOkTEXLD8dzZN_QWhcrffvo30ToTrbfQv1tngF9R901n4LpKbGqW3KOYpgXK8UT7e_kn3e_rk4t1g
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/JngsUqKW5CDUQDqB7xmJLftYWE4gCz4r5FKtabZ_V9zfVSVfJ2ok5wyA6uo8tqU4ImhUUjAdgC-k3PUfYb_Uha42AdpqOH2JHc_mO0MCizB38H3WCblQ0_oS3DmggLOxB2xrrCna1jqhZj2-l3fspblCcCbu3qiI1at8YzCd_06kq9gLUwM9YJv_R8Tj-BoV8yOkTEXLD8dzZN_QWhcrffvo30ToTrbfQv1tngF9R901n4LpKbGqW3KOYpgXK8UT7e_kn3e_rk4t1g
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/h4xGhgGYJwXD4uBjaafj78RcWOhTf9VSbJD8VSpa7AHUuxfGWC4Pi4JR1e7wbWBJsRWtUbv1FWiup2f5XT-Z5AnmQG9ghz41FuybNeoB5ccE6gfhIZpRvGaduhSiG_lpqakL1C_8UnTsu_Sl80xr7O9cSC_yRR4O8abhaGGB8nzHTePfVl2epgtdvJYgB7sFCtZ3rHo1Q5r-W75qz8PK0NiayP_tlswImg
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/2cKTpGtdREU6eFbgf6UkcPLPaoMmDNTbZWezsoWpGJ_C_SLqUsw_r06cMkf5zOKEWMLruXuKS2PG1RcZEBQUnlyfqiDAiDzLtfzWkafn5_sX1uNRI5v4Zs2mqAsXORxnh4rBxVLi2QTAexVNkf9WRV6EU2zCG_uKuMPqdVn2d654geuJcxQWHhjjO-uaKt1EVt2GqoRItse7AKUg_Bq9v4dc4NBpD0nw0kxFvc6rN4cCXRsgHZBCNCfn
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/PEFGU3m_ROWhg_TLPGGoT65KXg-_2nFQwEjE3QVs4sCq4opST2f_-A1rt2g8Y7as3CocU1TNCE5qIYWYI_-GU-lcCGgUecpIt7udvury8pU9-xowsGBMV6Mj3CpXvrcXkrvxnr6SbFUooVcybLBTUtusQujYX4tTIoKIUzgjcRWDS5TRW1cZKxAsIGeMhmKi0rQhrN5NHRZVcBmjf3tQ1wVXhrMweS-W42b4csbHGov1bdHeu5m2P1bo5uQnnBmYlXjQtla5gnQhLIdBhb-Q_LFYA2axurfax4cbmwB1eF5BqbJ-0SRCG2p2RSYVUFYZ07lo69r1nZpejn9O__1rDDtoV4Gy
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/TTCeRe1Ni3PYObGN5gC5z6W2e_-BeCPg4swc1G50uMeuwPeDkxMtMrbwNNlr4F-Grv0h94i-Gtj0JZBqn4UR1B3LGiTq-y0b0zMaB8qMbxHQdxmIjjEO-edipo15VYO1MnhQ3GJrAUy6TYppQGCmWahsI04wn2uJ0BJw4bHW5IL-ijEenycXNEtWZ5H4B0j6CBvFpAvqWQbOsYW7tvRz
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alone. To determine the number of viruses circulating high in the atmosphere, 
these authors established two collection stations in the Sierra Nevada Mountains 
of Spain, and counted viruses. They found, at those locations, that between 0.3 
billion and 7 billion virus particles per day were falling out of the air onto every 
square meter of land, originating from both land and ocean sources far away. 
 
“The daily deposition rates of viruses associated with aerosols <0.7 µm in size 
explains observations that identical viral sequences occur at geographically 
distant locations and in very different environments,” wrote these authors. They 
also found evidence that “bacteria and viruses can remain viable after 
atmospheric transport… Rather than being a negative consequence, this 
deposition provides a seed bank that should allow ecosystems to rapidly adapt to 
environmental changes.” 
 
“Viruses,” wrote a pair of scientists from San Diego State University (“Here a 
virus, there a virus, everywhere the same virus?“), “are ubiquitous, abundant and 
ecologically important in the environment.” 
 
Those who are telling us to stay home, wear masks and practice social distancing 
have a myopic, extremely limited, and wrong understanding of viruses, their 
function in the world, and how they circulate. The COVID-19 virus is already 
circulating on the wind, everywhere in the world. Masks, disinfectants, social 
distancing, and staying home accomplish nothing. As more than one doctor has 
observed, it is rational to quarantine the sick, but irrational to quarantine the 
healthy. 
 

Arthur Firstenberg 
P.O. Box 6216 

Santa Fe, NM 87502 
USA 

phone: +1 505-471-0129 
info@cellphonetaskforce.org 

https://www.5gSpaceAppeal.org 
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http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/FPsOj2_kXtawGamNXPzFYaVsLLoXzIOarqwibIBSsgEEiS15qgv8W-ZjJFjGW3G6IQx3xf6yz7N0miViU6QmfSwcoBzGWIizFj-hUot4CCAvR2OX0jTsnl1h7TwqmAUu81wHdsa9MKFoprNTmzT78ReQd6_hAuUuKj2P3QB_t78xSRyWfDayi_NLXtEYtcUZYb_diDWL9kjdoZmGMO0PzvqPAWhqYcig_MZeMhDyK3dtbN7AXnVO
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/ObHyEhkF-u7L9l4Ycy5P9figsZKkQD-AI-sUK7VZQ428LGF3ueUZl0Jar4fO9JWfJMOOOU7KTBq_ZH53RX5UZ6GTptouAFEzQXdoDYy0_H3wI_0UHHsYZZgIC7v55rAzsdlFIIyt1DNfg_qqieBUzMDjL2ZapWFE4_uJX-iKbMvUoXqj8WZtaK1vGqeSEt_YgZirQ3nOlzIRoUc96HJ5eEp5lQZkcJz6LlnUMLHTukmBS8PVQ1lrRmF0A48n52f9fKXmpz6Z
http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/ObHyEhkF-u7L9l4Ycy5P9figsZKkQD-AI-sUK7VZQ428LGF3ueUZl0Jar4fO9JWfJMOOOU7KTBq_ZH53RX5UZ6GTptouAFEzQXdoDYy0_H3wI_0UHHsYZZgIC7v55rAzsdlFIIyt1DNfg_qqieBUzMDjL2ZapWFE4_uJX-iKbMvUoXqj8WZtaK1vGqeSEt_YgZirQ3nOlzIRoUc96HJ5eEp5lQZkcJz6LlnUMLHTukmBS8PVQ1lrRmF0A48n52f9fKXmpz6Z
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http://r.mail.cellphonetaskforce.org/mk/cl/f/HjyqwgZG1UAQyn5NQPdXgs7V9phsHfsSTxrXtxhM0xSVc3NN6xNwbE8lZ8jhmljwiZ6lnB8GQhT4cQe966gbqNdQwgGZup6VqJTfL2O_nvUjJ45zT3KLykwXdDtBCIhOcRl0DvCbfEHuQKyLDTldj6gKvaFq8lRfcXF4ZGC0hTq7WF9O
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Note the date to the above right of the U.S. Navy page for symptoms of EMF non-
ionizing radiation sickness.  The original documents that were originally 
classified Top Secret was dated in the mid-1950.   
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I know this article has been long but before I close it out, I must share what has 
become a personal issue with me.  Shortly after I had finished reading Dr. Arthur 
Firstenberg’s book, ‘The Invisible Rainbow’, what I believed were non-related 
issues, suddenly took on a new understanding. 
 
I have been the victim of Cellular radiation poisoning.  We rent the Methodist 
parsonage that we lived in as the pastor and family from 1993-1996.  We moved 
here in the fall of 2014, and shortly after which I began to experience leg issues. 
I developed neuropathy, and I developed an open wound almost 5-inches in 
diameter on the inside of my right leg that failed to heal for thirteen months.  I 
discovered the natural healing powers of Manuka honey from New Zealand.  In 
five months the wound healed completely.  My wife applied this Manuka honey 
known for its medicinal healing properties to a 6x6 surgical gauze pad.  She was 
a skeptic at first until the end of the first week.  The opening had begun to 
diminish in size; we would measure it every week.  All we did was spray the 
wound with hydrogen-peroxide just before showering, and then applied the 
Manuka honey with surgical pads before retiring to bed at night.   
 
The pain was excruciating and many nights I would wake from sleep with my right 
leg vibrating and jerking such that I had to hold it down with both hands.  I would 
take a Manitoba Hemp gel-cap to take the edge off the pain.  Some nights I would 
take two of the Hemp gel-caps.  Once the open wound had healed, I thought I was 
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on my way back in recovery.  I have been home-bound for six years.  I then began 
to leak a milky-white fluid from blisters that broke out on both my lower legs.  Not 
a day went by that I was not on the internet researching.  My daughter-in-law is a 
nurse and she had my wife wrap my legs and feet from the knees down with Ace 
bandages, supposedly to keep pressure on leg circulation.  Many a night the 
Ace’s would be soaked in this fluid.  I have not worn shoes and socks throughout 
this period.  I wear Crocs since they do not absorb the leaking fluids and can be 
drained into a plastic cup for disposal.  
 
Shortly after beginning to read Dr. Firstenberg’s book, I began to analyze and 
trouble-shoot my leg issues.  Doctors could not offer me any solution other than 
to lay down a couple times a day and keep my legs elevated, which I did but to no 
affect.  As one not to waste time, I would read twenty pages a morning before my 
wife got up and moving about.  I’m an early riser and she is the opposite.  So I 
began to use this idle time by reading lying on my back with the assistance of a 
LED reading light that I put around my neck.  I tried everything and suggestion 
people would offer, none of which worked.   
 
My study is 10’x10’ and faces an AT&T cell tower, which is exactly 2,500-feet from 
my residence.  It was erected sometime after we had moved back to Pittsburgh in 
1996.  I have experienced a dozen of the symptoms on page 49 above.  What 
struck me as strange was the fact that on nice sunny clear days my hands, arms, 
and back would itch like crazy.  Yet on days when it rained, or on snowy days, the 
itching disappeared.  I was looking for a pattern and after nearly a year, the 
pattern was pretty obvious.  Eight months ago I bought some Shungite pyramid 
stones and placed them in areas where my Wi-Fi router signal would be helpful.  
My wife also experienced different symptoms on the list above, but not the same 
as mine.        
 
Six weeks ago, I purchased a solid copper bracelet, something that people with 
arthritis wear, and in 4 days I began to notice a drop off of the milky-white fluid.  
The Ace bandages were not as wet, and the process continues to be working.  
Last week my wife bought me an EMF anti-radiation hoodie that I saw on Amazon.  
I have what is known as Lymphedema and the leakage is called Lymphorrhea.  All 
the medical and health sites say there is no known cause and no cure for it.   
 
My hoodie arrived on Saturday of the Memorial Day weekend.  Shortly after 
turning on my computer, I waited to see if the itching returns, and within about 5-
10 minutes, the itching was back.  It has been a week and when I wear the hoodie, 
which slips down over my head and covers the area where my lymph glands are 
in the neck.  Once putting the hoodie over my head, the itching stops completely, 
at least until I remove the hoodie.  It has an Anti-EMF Radiation shielding fabric 
which is a composite of silver, cotton, and rayon.  It is rated to (45dB at 1 GHz).  I 
have just taken it off as it has started to rain outside and I am about to close this 
off before going to bed.  My Aces are almost dry with slight dampness.  
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Amazon also offers an Earth Grounding Faraday RFID Shielding Fabric-Block Wi-
Fi/RF-Anti-Radiation Conductive Magnetic Copper/Nickel EMF Protection Fabric 
which is rated to Attenuation of 75dB-95dB from 10Mhz-18Ghz.     
 
I have written to Dr. Firstenberg a few days ago and shared my story with him for 
his thoughts and comments.  Keep in mind, none of the medical and health sites 
say there is a known cause for this and there is no cure as well.  Dr. Firstenberg’s 
book is a compendium of what came with the discovery of electricity in the 18th 
century.   
 

And yet…. 

FCC Commissioner Calls 5G Opponents “Tin Foil Hat 

People” — Opponents Include U.S. Navy, NASA, NOAA, 

DoD, and More 
 

 
 

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is supposed to protect 
Americans by regulating the telecom industry.  Unfortunately, they have a long 
history as an embarrassingly corrupt agency.  With the telecom industry’s 
investment of $59-billion dollars, who can rule out bribes, kickbacks, and payoffs 

https://activistpost.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=1892774fcf&e=8b2680475d
https://activistpost.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=1892774fcf&e=8b2680475d
https://activistpost.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3ac8bebe085f73ea3503bbda3&id=1892774fcf&e=8b2680475d
https://1bzk83pdqbs1pbyph40x4fm1-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/FCC-RF-interaction-4.jpg
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to those in the FCC?  Four commissioners are making decisions that have the 
potential of doing great harm to life.  Whether it is the bees, or our children and 
grandchildren, we must remain vigilant.  Bear in mind that it was Supreme Court 
Justice John Roberts who initially ruled against President Obama’s grand Health 
Reform Act only at the end to rule that the government could force you to buy the 
Obama Health Care Bill.  I believe it was two days after making that ruling in 
which the Supreme Court said the bill was constitutional, he was photographed 
entering the Knights of Malta office in Malta, likely to receive his payoff, note the 
Knights of Malta sign on their headquarters in Malta. 
 

 
  
Activist Post reported yesterday about their June 9 agenda to speed up 5G 
deployment despite increasing opposition from citizens, doctors, elected 
officials, environmentalists, as well as highly respected organizations and 
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government agencies.  Regardless, one commissioner is dismissing this 
as “conspiracy theory” nonsense.  This is the common reply we get from 

the government, as noted by the meme on page 4 and 5 above.  The CIA created it 
as a retort to Truth Seekers!  They have used this all too long to dissuade or to 
shame the public! 
    
“The bottom line is there’s nothing new here,” Brendan Carr said. Conspiracy 
theories about the safety of RF go back to 3G and 4G and can even be traced to 
the days when AM and FM radio signals were being introduced. The problem is, 
they spread faster nowadays with social media. 
 
Some try to argue that 5G is different because it operates on higher frequency 
bands for which there are no federal RF limits, but that’s not true. The FCC’s 
limits go up to 100 GHz, which is higher than the spectrum 5G operates on, Carr 
said via Twitter. 
 
Cities AND countries have already taken action to ban, delay, and stop 5G 
deployment (see 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7. 8, 9). 
 
There is research that has determined exposure to 5G (see 1, 2) and other 
sources of wireless radiation (see 1, 2) can reduce immunity and cause other 
health issues including increased cancer risk.  ALSO since 2018, there have been 
reports of people and animals becoming sick after it was turned on (see 1. 2, 3, 4). 
 
Regardless, the FCC wants to speed up deployment during the pandemic (see 1, 
2. 3, 4, 5).  This includes tens of thousands of satellites being launched to blast 
5G and Wi-Fi___33 at us from space (see 1, 2, 3).  Lawsuits have also been filed 
against the agency for NOT protecting the public from unsafe levels of radiation 
(see 1, 2) as well as 5G. 
 
But Brendan says there’s nothing to worry about… 
 
Experts from a multi-discipline field of science and medicine, thousands of 
papers and studies have proven the likes of Brendan Carr to be poor judges of 
the evidence.  Where have I heard that before, oh, in Hosea 4:6,  
 

“My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast 
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest 
to me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget 
thy children.” 
 
Hosea’s words are just as applicable today, and after looking into the background 
of FCC Commissioner Brendan Carr, I can say with some degree of confidence, 
that we need not hold any hope out for what the future holds from this 
Georgetown University Jesuit Roman Catholic lawyer!   His loyalty is to the Jesuit 

https://ehtrust.org/international-actions-to-halt-and-delay-5g/
https://ehtrust.org/usa-city-ordinances-to-limit-and-control-wireless-facilities-small-cells-in-rights-of-ways/
https://ehtrust.org/us-cities-lawsuit-against-the-fcc-on-5g/
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/nigerian-senate-asks-federal-government-to-suspend-5g-until-health-and-safety-risks-are-investigated.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/jersey-city-nj-council-says-no-to-5g-based-on-public-opposition-about-health-and-safety-concerns.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/due-to-health-concerns-council-members-temporarily-ban-5g-installation-in-keene-nh.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/farragut-tn-passes-resolution-to-stop-5g-installation-until-fcc-limits-ensure-safety.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/council-unanimously-approves-5g-cease-and-desist-resolution-easton-ct.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/01/cities-towns-councils-and-countries-that-have-taken-action-against-or-banned-5g-is-yours-one-of-them.html
https://ehtrust.org/scientific-research-on-5g-and-health/
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/5g-may-penetrate-deeper-into-the-body-because-of-its-very-fast-pulse-says-former-who-scientist.html
http://www.clearlightventures.com/wirelesscard
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/belgian-doctors-warn-about-massive-and-reckless-deployment-of-wireless-technologies.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/reducing-vulnerability-to-illness-requires-reducing-pollution-including-electrosmog-wifi-and-5g.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/why-isnt-whos-advice-to-reduce-cell-phone-and-wifi-radiation-exposure-publicized-during-the-pandemic.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/11/patriots-captain-has-never-seen-so-much-illness-among-players-could-it-be-from-verizon-operating-5g-at-their-stadium.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/09/switzerland-sick-of-and-sick-from-5g-nationwide-revolt-planned-for-september-21.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2019/07/youtube-terminates-account-of-sacramento-family-fighting-verizon-5g-small-cell-tower-installed-next-to-childrens-bedroom.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2018/06/dr-naomi-wolf-posts-on-social-media-about-5g-small-cell-towers-in-nyc-others-also-report-health-effects-on-themselves-and-their-pets.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/fcc-chair-commits-to-enhancing-wifi-5g-during-pandemic-despite-warnings-from-experts.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/5g-rollout-speeds-up-despite-pandemic-govts-banning-it-issuing-moratoriums-lawsuits-warnings-etc.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/trump-signs-secure-5g-and-beyond-act-of-2020-despite-security-health-and-environmental-warnings.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/despite-global-pandemic-new-space-force-launches-billion-dollar-communications-satellite.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/after-clearing-doj-review-and-state-lawsuits-t-mobile-and-sprint-now-merged-which-means-more-harmful-5g.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/05/environmental-working-group-references-ntp-research-in-comments-to-fcc-on-human-rf-exposure-and-5g.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/04/60-more-spacex-satellites-launched-musk-promises-to-reduce-brightness-due-to-astronomers-complaints.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/fcc-approves-spacex-to-launch-up-to-1-million-small-antennas-to-blast-5g-at-earth-despite-dire-warnings.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/03/elon-musk-launches-more-spacex-satellites-to-blast-5g-and-wifi-at-us-despite-objections.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/01/robert-kennedy-jr-and-childrens-health-defense-sue-fcc-over-wireless-radiation-exposure-health-guidelines.html
https://www.activistpost.com/2020/01/another-fcc-lawsuit-challenges-agencys-order-nixing-evaluation-of-federal-rf-radiation-limits.html
https://ehtrust.org/us-cities-lawsuit-against-the-fcc-on-5g/
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Superior General and not the United States of America.  The old adage, “All 
Roads Lead to Rome” keeps popping up everywhere in society!   
 
Before anyone wants to attack my views of the Jesuits and the Jesuit-controlled 
Vatican, you need to read the Jesuit oath taken by a Jesuit-educated Catholic.  A 
Jesuit, lay or clergy, take the same oath in their loyalty to the Pope. 
 
I will cut this off here and do a Part 2 on this matter. 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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